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Y 'all come back now, y' hear? 
imp  takes  s t ens  t o  curb  d ro^n t  ra te  n f  sophomores  
CARRIE HAYWARD 
Paciflcan staff writer 
The dropout rate among college 
sophomores across the U.S. is climb­
ing, but UOP is taking strides to con­
vince students to stay. 
A recent report by the American 
College Testing Program found that 
the attrition rate after the first year 
at private colleges has risen to 26 per 
cent, while public schools lose nearly 
30 per cent of their freshman class. 
According to Dean of Admissions 
Ed Schoenberg, UOP's attrition rate 
is usually between 12 and 20 per cent. 
"I think that our retention... is 
much better than the national aver­
age. Not that we couldn't improve. 
But it's certainly something the Uni­
versity can consider a point of pride," 
he said. 
Schoenberg attributes such suc­
cess in part to the quality of the fresh­
man class which, he said, has been 
increasing each year. 
(ffWffmttlfflf" i ™" " . . . Photo by Scott Kaufmann 
UOP Admissions is working to retain students. 
Las. spring the University created men. Task Force, said the committee 
the Enrollment Management Task 
Force, a panel of faculty, staff, admin­
istration, and students. The commit­
tee was given one year to examine 
issues like program capacity, student/ 
administration communication, and 
the graduate and adult re-entry pro­
grams. 
Provost Phillip Gilbertson, a 
member of the Enrollment Manage 
lliv.in 
made an effort over the summer to 
contact those students who did not 
pre-register for fall classes. 1 he 
committee's tried to determine stu­
dents' reasons for leaving the school. 
Some reasons, like family 
changes, income changes, and health 
problems, have nothing to do with 
the school itself. The task force's job 
to make sure students don't leave 
because the University doesn't have 
the academic programs or living situ­
ations they need, he said. 
One of the ways the University 
can maintain contact with so-called 
"attrition-prone" students is through 
the Academic Support Team. This is 
a group of staff and faculty whose 
particular responsibility is to assist 
students in being successful here," 
Gilbertson said. 
Community Advisor Kirsten 
Peterson said that Student and Resi­
dence Advisors appointed by Residen­
tial Life and Housing play a large role 
in assimilating freshmen. 
"The main thing Housing does is 
try to create a sense of community, 
she said. Residence Advisors organize 
workshops on topics ranging from 
homesickness to good study habits. 
They are also trained to steer curious 
freshmen into campus activities that 
suit each individual's needs, she said. 
Students had mixed reactions to 
See Drop Out, page 3 
increasing each year. e er of t e r ll e  i a a  ^ ^ 
Health Center faces 11,500 student visits a year 
tive director and dirt 
.. Health Center. . ... ,t„ ui,  r «nFor 
DIANA KECK 
Pacifican guest writer 
Alcohol overdoses. Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases. Yeast infec­
tions. These are all common prob­
lems reported by UOP students who 
seek help at the Cowell Student 
Health Center. 
But the No. 1 problem is a lot less 
controversial: sore throats and fa­
tigue. 
The Health Center sees between 
200 to 300 of these cases a month. 
"Students tend to want to keep 
going without taking any time out to 
take care of themselves. And we are 
here to teach them how to take time 
out in order to take care of them­
selves, so that they do get better in­
stead of getting worse," said Mary 
Bullard, a registered nurse at the 
TOP 10 ILLNESSES AT THE HEALTH CENTER 
1. Sore throat and fatigue 
2. Stomach flu 
3. Colds 
4. Urinary tract infections 
5. TB testing and 
immunizations 
6. Sexually transmit­
ted diseases, especially 
genital warts and 
chlamydia 
7. Yeast infections 
8. Dermatology problems 
(warts and acne) 
9. Orthopedic injuries 
10. Alcohol intoxication 
Source: Cowell Student 
Health Center records 
Located just over the Calavares 
River footbridge, across from the ten­
nis courts the Cowell Student Health 
Center is a professional medical clinic 
and infirmary. It is open 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week during regu­
lar semesters. There are limited hours 
during the summer and holiday peri-
ods. 
The number of student visits: a 
staggering 11,500 per year. The 
Health Center is available to those 
who have registered at UOP, paid the 
Health Services Fee, and submitted 
the required health history, physical 
exam and immunization records. 
The Health Services Fee does not in­
clude outside referrals, which are then 
the student's own financial responsi­
bilities. 
"The goal of the Cowell Student 
Health Center is to provide students 
with health education, medical ser­
vices and skills necessary to become 
actively involved in their own health 
care," said Anne Larrouy, administra­
ti    ector of nursing 
at the Health Center. 
Several students said they have 
had generally positive experiences. 
"The Health Center does come in use­
ful, occasionally. But I must admit 
they were timely and very helpful in 
referring me to St. Joe's Hosiptal dur­
ing two emergency situations," said 
senior Dria Bowler. 
"They were very helpful in meet­
ing my medical needs, for example, 
they were efficient in transferring my 
medical records via fax,' said sopho­
more Cyprus Hawkins. 
UOP does offer an insurance plan 
that helps cover medical needs be-
vond the scope of services provided 
at the Cowell Health Center. Upon 
meeting these requirements, students 
can receive any of the following: 
health and wellness management, 24 
hour infirmary care, counseling, sub­
stance abuse program known as 
Crossroads, physician appointments 
- Monday through Friday and nurses 
See students, page 2 
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Students give high marks to Health Center 
Cowell Health Center 
continued from page 1 
are always available. 
Housed in an off-campus red 
brick building, the Health Center cur­
rently has four physicians available 
for clinics and consultations, includ­
ing the medical director, Dr. Ken 
Forsythe who specializes in family 
practice and sports medicine. The 
other physicians focus on internal 
medicine, podiatry and women's 
health. 
The Health Center is especially 
strict on confidentiality. Health Cen­
ter records are not part of the Uni­
versity records, officials said, and no 
one can obtain your medical infor­
mation without your written permis­
sion. Dr. Ken Forsythe feels that 
"confidentiality is as vital to the prac­
tice of medicine, as breath is to life. 
We cannot function without it," he 
said. 
"Of the few times that I have 
visted the Health Center, they have 
always been very helpful. If you're 
nice they will even make you soup," 
said senior, Doug Porter 
Home Of The 
99c Happy Hour 
(up to c $6-95 value) 
Monday: 
Buffalo wings • $1.50 Draft Beers 
Tuesday: 
Peel & Eat Shrimp • $1.50 Margaritas 
Wednesday: 
Fried Catamari • $1.50 Vodka Coolers 
Thursday: 
Pasta & Garlic Bread • $1.50 Mai Tais 
Friday: 
Shrimp Cocktails • $1.50 Long Island Iced Tea 
3409 Brookside • 952-3825 
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The Health Center is open to UOP students for a variety of medical concerns 
Other Health Center programs 
The Health Librar y. It is a 
complete resource center of up-to-
date reference material including: 
books, journals and videos, covering 
a broad range of student health is­
sues. The topics vary from exercise 
and nutrition, AIDS and STDs, birth 
control and women's health classes, 
drug and alcohol use, eating disor­
ders, stress and other health issues. 
There are also newsletters providing 
current health education informa­
tion and tips for staying well. 
The Counseling Center 
They have professional staff that 
helps students deal effectively with 
stress, emotional problems, relation­
ships, roommate disputes, sexuality, 
substance abuse, eating disorders and 
other pressuring aspects of collegiate 
life. 
Student Health Advisor y 
Committee (SHAC). This orga­
nization acts as a liaison between the 
Heath Center and students to pro­
mote wellness and education. It is 
one of the specialized programs that 
the Student Health Center offers in­
volving student participation. 
Crossroads Prevention Pro­
gram. Run by Ticka Simon-Rossetto, 
a Health Educator, Crossroads is an­
other specialized program. This pro­
gram deals with comprehensive sub­
stance abuse prevention and health 
education. One component of the 
program is the selection and train­
ing of Peer Educators who are stu­
dents living and promoting healthy 
and positive lifestyles. The Cross­
roads Peer Educators provide infor­
mative and exciting presentations 
about various health and wellness 
issues. Crossroads is known for its 
non-alcoholic drinks, called 
"Mocktails". 
"Herbie" The Health 
C.A.R.T . (Campus Assistance 
Rapid T ransit). Intended for a 
greater outreach among students, 
Herbie is the shuttle service to the 
Health Center. It started on Septem­
ber 16. It operates Monday through 
Thursday, from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
ALTA. Medical Director Ken 
Forsythe, MD created the one hour 
program for faculty, staff and stu­
dents. It is a weekly fitness program 
that lasts for three months which 
began on September 13. Everyone 
interested meets at the Health Cen­
ter at 5:15 p.m. Then everyone gets 
into groups, for safety reasons, and 
does a brisk exercise of either walk­
ing/ jogging or biking for 45 minutes. 
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UOP's ranking result of unfair comparison ? 
tlSN&WR report outs UOP in third tier of major schools 
ELISSA LUMLEY 
pacifican staff writer 
What's your image of UOP? Atop 
academic school in the league of 
Temple, Seton Hall and St. John's 
universities? Or a school that should 
be ranked with the likes of the Uni­
versity of Nevada, Reno and football 
power houses like BYU and Alabama 
State? 
Well, Pacific 
belongs in the 
same category as 
all six, plus 50 ad­
ditional schools, 
according to the 
annual ranking in 
U.S. News & 
World Report. 
UOP was 
again placed in 
the third tier of 229 "Doctoral II 
schools" ranked by the magazine. 
Tier One contained 50 schools, many 
in the Ivy League, while tier two had 
64 additional schools, all similar in 
academic standing. 
"This is a real dilemma," said UOP 
"This is a real dilemma," 
said UOP Provost Philip 
Cilbertson. "UOP is not 
like the rest of those 
schools." 
Provost Philip Gilbertson. "UOP is 
not like the rest of those schools. Our 
comparative schools are still in the 
regional category." 
The UOP rating, the same as in 
1995, resulted in part from the maga­
zine removing Pacific from its list of 
western regional schools and pitting 
it against a national ranking. 
"We would easily qualify in the 
top ten (regional) 
universities if we 
were not classified 
in the largest and 
most competitive 
category. It makes it 
harder for us to 
stand out," said Ed 
Schoenberg, UOP 
dean of admissions. 
Two years ago, 
UOP advanced from a regional uni­
versity to a Doctoral II university. 
This reclassification reflects UOP's 
intense curriculum, which has pro­
duced an increasing number of vale­
dictorians and regent scholars, and 
prepared students for prestigious pro-
Drop Out 
continued from page 1 
the University's retention efforts. 
Freshman Jenny Cummings 
noted the efforts of the Residential 
Advisors to get freshmen involved on 
campus. 
"They do a lot to try to keep us 
interested," she said. 
Becca Moensch, a sophomore, 
cited the difficulty getting financial 
aid and certain classes as possible rea-
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sons for attrition. 
"There are a lot of things (about 
the school) that are confusing, so I 
understand why people drop out," 
she said. 
Gilbertson acknowledged the 
problems facing new students and 
said that it is the task force's duty to 
follow enrollment beyond the admis­
sion process. 
"It's not an admissions task force. 
It's an enrollment planning task force 
which places as much attention and 
concern about the success of students 
once they've been admitted as to 
finding new students," he said. 
Schoenberg described it as a pro­
cess of recruiting not freshmen, but 
alumni who will support the Univer­
sity during and after their time here. 
He stressed both the difficulty and the 
importance of such a task. 
"This is an area we can ill afford 
to shortcut because we're talking 
about the future of our university." 
Schoenberg said. 
I NEW STUDENT 
DENTAL PLAN 
No charge for 
diagnosis and x-rays 
only $ C700 
J f per year 
Save money and your teeth! 
Enroll Now! 
Call for brochure ~ (800) 655-3225 
fessional schools. The Doctoral II 
category recognizes UOP for its doc­
toral programs in chemistry, den­
tistry, pharmacy and education. 
"I think UOP is getting better," 
said communication major Kristin 
Hazard. "It has had to set higher stan­
dards for admissions, but other 
schools are too. We don't have the 
name that other schools do because 
we're so much smaller." 
"I knew I could get a good educa­
tion at UOP because of its small 
classes," said Mark Boelter, sports edu­
cation major. "I would say it is well-
known as an academic institution." 
"I did a considerable amount of 
research when determining where I 
wanted to go to college," said Maggie 
Kern, international studies major. "I 
discovered that UOP's School of In­
ternational Studies is one of the best 
in the nation." 
U.S. News & World Report ranks 
these schools on a number of crite­
ria. A majority of information such 
as GPA and test scores are reported 
by each school. Often, surveys are 
distributed to presidents and deans, 
requesting that they rank schools. 
On the U.S. News & World Report 
scoreboard, categories include SAT 
scores, acceptance rate, alumni giv­
ing, graduation rate and percent of 
classes with 50 or more students. 
Schoenberg says that in the last 
five years, the average GPA and SAT 
scores of entering freshman has in­
creased significantly. 
"The quality of students attend­
ing UOP is better than it has been in 
recent history," added Schoenberg. 
Schoenberg said that UOP does 
not get the recognition it deserves. 
With new leadership and a more in­
volved board of regents, greater pub­
licity looks promising, he said. Plans 
include the refinement of marketing 
tactics such as recruitment and pro­
motion of UOP's three campuses. 
"As a private university we need 
more resources to be first rate," said 
Gilbertson. "We must define our own 
values. We are not run by state regi­
ments." Gilbertson added that Pacific 
takes a "humanistic approach" to 
education and demonstrates a "dif­
ferent kind of quality" recognized 
only by a few dozen schools like Pa­
cific in the country. 
"I truly believe UOP will be a uni­
versity to watch," said Schoenberg. "I 
predict that in the next four or five 
years we will be challenging for at­
tention in national magazines." 
Here are the Top 10 ranked schools on 
U.S. News & World Report's annual 1996 list: 
1. Yale University (CT) 
2. Princeton University 
(NJ) 
3. Harvard University 
(MA) 
Duke University 
(NC) 
Massachusetts Inst, 
of Technology 
4. 
5. 
6. Stanford University 
(CA) 
7. Dartmouth College 
(NH) 
8. Brown University 
(RI) 
9. California Inst, of 
Technology 
10. Northwestern 
University (IL) 
POP QUIZ 
You could get a behind-the-scenes look at the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame and Museum or the TV show, NBA Inside Stuff by. 
(A) growing eight more inches of hair or 
eight inches taller. 
(B) posing as a custodial worker. 
(C) dialing 1 800 CALL ATT for collect calls. 
You could get your hands on $10,000 by: 
(A) moving to Texas and sucking up to an oil tycoon. 
(B)  ho ld ing  one  heck  of  a  bake  sa le .  
(C) dialing 1 800 CALL ATT for collect calls. 
Hey, this is one quiz you might actually ace. Complete a collect call with 
1 800 CALL ATT, and you could instantly be one of twenty winners of a week-long, 
behind-the-scenes look at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum or 
the TV show, NBA Inside Stuff. Plus $10,000. Or one of thousands of other great prizes. 
And prizes are awarded every hour. So pull an all-nighter—on the phone with your mom. 
It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. 
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Searching for $2 million 
pmvost worries about enrollment drop; tuition curb may not be permanent 
BY BILL PARKS 
Pacifican staff writer 
The brick buildings, the lovely 
trees, and the stained-glass windows 
in the church serve as symbols of 
beauty on the UOP campus. How­
ever, some serious problems with the 
University - including a major bud­
get shortfall - are aspects that remain 
blind to the naked eye. 
A decline in UOP's Fall 1996 en­
rollment by as much as 220 students 
from last spring has resulted in a loss 
of around $2 million, prompting the 
University to consider new programs 
to attract prospective students. 
"When you have a decline in that 
number of students, it does affect our 
budget." UOP Provost Philip 
Gilbertson told a Pacifican news con­
ference Monday. 
Gilbertson said there were a lot 
of reasons for the drop in the num­
ber of students. Returning students 
and transfers were the areas hit hard­
est by the decline, which may be 
linked to the suspension of the 
school's football program last year. 
Gilbertson confirmed the school 
is eyeing several programs to turn 
around enrollment. They included: 
•Promotional programs featuring 
UOP's Olympic gold-medal swimmer 
and celebrity in areas such as San Di­
ego and Los Angeles. 
•A program giving prospective 
students and families quick estimates 
of potential for financial aid. 
•An Accelerated Admissions Day 
to offer transfer students the option 
of being admitted in one day instead 
of several weeks. 
•Use of student volunteers to give 
tours and host overnight stays for 
those interested in UOP. 
•Chauffeuring campus tours to 
encourage qualified students to at­
tend UOP, while focusing on minor­
ity students in the Stockton, Lodi, 
and Lincoln school districts. 
Gilbertson said funding for these 
projects will most likely come from 
"a reallocation of money from certain 
projects sponsored by the Univer­
sity." rather than from new sources. 
UOP President Donald DeRosa 
made a pledge last week not to raise 
tuition rates beyond that of inflation. 
But Gilbertson said the pledge will 
hold at least for 1997-98, but sug­
NEWS IN BRIEF 
New card for students 
Graduate students at the Univer­
sity of the Pacific can save hundreds 
of dollars a year - and help maintain 
billions of dollars in student aid pro­
grams - with the new National Stu­
dent Membership being offered by 
the National Association of Graduate-
Professional Students (NAGPS). 
NAGPS is an organization which 
plays a crucial role in preserving fed­
eral student aid programs. The mem­
bership includes a Student Advantage 
Card that entitles students to dis­
counts on air travel (all major air­
lines), lodging, Amtrak, Kinko's, long 
distance, restaurants, clothing, the­
aters, automotive, and much more. 
The fee for membership is $20. A 
brochure can be obtained by calling 
toll free 1-888-88-NAGPS or via email 
at NAGPS@NETCOM.COM. For more 
information http://www.nagps.org/ 
NAGPS/ or http:// 
www.studentadvantage.com/ for in­
formation about student discounts 
offered. 
Opportunities, money 
available for Study 
Students interested in pursuing a 
career in the field of nuclear power 
regulation and continuing their edu­
cation should look to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a 
helpful hand. 
The NRC Graduate Fellowship 
Program provides full payment of 
tuition, fees, books, and health insur­
ance as well a monthly stipend of 
$1,800. A $5,000/year cost-of-educa-
tion allowance is paid to the academic 
New 
429 East March Lane, Ste. C • Stockton, CA 
-s.5.5 55 
program in which the fellow Is en­
rolled. Fellowship applications are 
being taken through Jan. 27, 1997, 
and awards will be announced in 
April 1997. 
For applications or more informa­
tion, contact Rose Etta Cox at (423) 
576-9279 or Tom Richmond at (423) 
576-2194. The address is: NRC Gradu­
ate Fellowship Program, Oak Ridge 
Institute for Science and Education, 
Education and Training Division, P.O. 
Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn., 37831-
0117. 
Program links foriegn 
students, families 
The International Friendship 
Family Program at UOP is an oppor­
tunity for area families to get to know 
foreign students who are attending 
UOP. "The idea is to match students 
with families so the students can 
learn exactly what American life is 
like," said program coordinator Col­
leen Oakes. "This is not a live-in pro­
gram," she said. 
The program is sponsored by 
UOP's Office of International Ser­
vices. Contact Oakes or Mary 
Linquist at (209) 946-2247 for infor­
mation or to be matched with a stu­
dent. 
United Way campaign 
Each fall, our University is chal­
lenged through the United Way to 
make a visible and outward demon­
stration of our commitment to the 
community beyond our boundaries. 
This year our United Way Campaign 
at Pacific will begin September 26 and 
end on November 1. 
Our goal this year is to receive the 
gested it might change later. 
"I would simply say that I have 
great confidence that we will do that. 
It's a strong commitment," 
Gilbertson said. "Set in stone? I think 
every year an institution has to evalu­
ate what its commitments are. But 
the board and the president are clear 
on this one..." 
"I don't think there is any ques­
tion that it will be true for you folks 
next year. The president hasn't, with 
the board, articulated how long that 
commitment (on containing tuition 
increases) will be. And I'm not try­
ing to waffle on this. We haven't 
elaborated on that. We're just now 
developing our midterm plan for the 
next five years. It could be that's one 
plank in the platform, so to speak." 
support of at least 25 percent of our 
employees, and to raise a total gift of 
$25,000. The campaign has already 
received fourteen leadership gifts to­
taling $7,820. 
President Donald DeRosa says, 
"I'm sure that many of you know in­
dividuals who have benefited from 
the services of an agency funded 
through Unite Way and are commit­
ted to support the general health of 
our local community. Working to­
gether, we can make a difference. I 
hope you will find it possible to con­
tribute to this worthy effort." 
Anchor Splash set for 
October 6th 
The women of the Delta Epsilon 
chapter of Delta Gamma are prepar­
ing for their annual fundraising 
event. Anchor Splash. It will be held 
Sunday, October 6 from 1:00 p.m. to 
4:00 p.m. at the UOP pool. 
Anchor splash is a swimming 
event between fraternities, sororities, 
and dorms. Each team competes in 
five different water relays, a synchro­
nized swimming routine, as well as 
the Mr. Anchor Splash performance. 
Teams can also accumulate points by 
collecting money in the Most Beau­
tiful Eyes contest located in the 
McCaffrey Center. 
Money for Anchor Splash is raised 
by selling T-shirts and through dona­
tions and sponsors from Stockton 
merchants. Proceeds go to aid the 
blind and sight conservation in the 
Stockton community and to the Na­
tional Delta Gamma Foundation. 
There is no admission fee. San 
Felipe Grill will be serving food and 
a local disc jockey will be playing 
music. 
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Take $10 y y?
Roundfrip** On Shuttle® by United. It's fast 
£••3 andy?u won 1 have t0 worry about' lost, stolen, or forgotten tickets again 
All you need to do is: 
oumV?/°Uf ^aster^ard® cafd ready and call 1-800-
S"UTJ1L1°:0311 y°ur travel professional. Mention promo 
code SH0016, ask for E-TicketSM, book your flight and 
redeem your certificate. 
2. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing data­
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you 
If needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to 
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your 
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE). 
3. JO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call 
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or 
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your 
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order 
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus. 
4. When you check in for your flight, show vour 
t'3e' r e"< P^oto I.D. and you/ 
MasterCard® card you used to purchase your flight. 
To make reservations for this offer, call Shuttle 
by United at 1-800-SHUTTLE or your local travel 
professional. Please refer the agent to 
United Airlines' coupon SH0016. 
Terms and Conditions: 
Promo Code: SH0016 
Ticket Designator: SH0016 
Valid Carrier: Shuttle by United. No codeshare 
Mn'tf "18' """"* ,,»"1'» Sfe ™ 
SKKBr 
Valid Ticket Dates: September 1,1996 through May 1 1997 
FvrPDTinMc ?a,es: SeP'Bm!)e' 8.1996 through May 15 1997 
slfSSS 
(Or Iblackouts of the fare purchased, whichever is more restrictive 1 
Class of Service: Applicable fare 
iiips—-
only (electronic ticketing service) 
Facility Charaes areTrSnsiMM0^^'965' inC'Udin9 Passen9er 
'°r minimum fare requirements. Cha^mustTOl^S^^ 
^OT6^00TOQQ1)T7T^ 
Promo Code: SH0016 
Ticket Designator: SH0016 
Travel Complete: May 15,1997 
Stopovers: Not permitted. 
by Un;ied 
* " " » * * W f  O f f  • >  W  r o a d l r i o S S X k ! « T " * • * * i r  P l « = ®  
completed Mtey™? *** **** (K a »*** toe "VS or more. Travel must be 
Ticketing Instructions: 
TIC/Tkt Designator: SH0016 
UAL/ATO/CTO, see S*PM0/SH0016 
Agencies, see STMA/SH0016 Treat as type "A" certificate 
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D.C. Interns earn job experience, course credit 
VANESSA TIYAAMORNWONG 
UOP Co-Op Center 
Money, Majorsr and Mnrp 
How can I get experience if I'm just a student? 
BURTON JAY NADLER 
Director UOP Career Services 
This question in the headline 
may trig­
ger visions 
Of the age-
1 e m m a 
employers 
have with ^ WH 
seekers: T.BB 
would hire •*., tiyH 
you if you Jfjrm 
had expe- ^HH|fr B 
i \ e . "  
But how • J3H 
do | get ex-
Perience unless you give me a job?" 
onhising. isn't it? 
Quite simply, you overcome a 
lack of experience with knowledge 
gained through research, a part-time 
job, or an internship. Increased 
knowledge means that you read 
books and articles on subjects of in­
terest. 
It's amazing, but I often I work 
with students who say they are inter­
ested in a particular field, advertising 
as an example, who have not read 
David Ogilvy's (the founder of Ogilvy 
and Mather Advertising) "Confes­
sions Of An Advertising Man," nor 
read "Ad Week" or "Ad Age" maga­
zines. Students who state an interest 
in business rarely read The Wall Street 
Journal. 
If you have an interest in a par­
ticular field you must begin to read 
and keeo reading. As if vou are writ­
ing a term paper, the more you read, 
the more likely you will find some­
thing of particular interest-some­
thing that motivates continued re­
search and, ultimately, is worth shar­
ing with a potential employer. 
Part- time jobs are excellent ways 
to observe. You may not have a so­
phisticated job, but you can learn by 
watching those performing more 
challenging roles. Salespersons can, 
and should, observe actions of man­
agers. Receptionist scan, observe 
actions of physicians, attorneys, or 
other similar professionals. Learn­
ing by doing is best (if you can get 
the job), but learning by watching 
isn't so bad. 
Internships are perhaps the most 
meaningful way to gain experience. 
I encourage everv student (and re­
cent grads) to actively explore this 
option. The Co-op and Intern Pro­
gram, our philosophical and logisti­
cal neighbor on the 2nd Floor of 
McConchie Hall, offers amazing ser­
vices. This program provides the 
means by which students can gain 
academically-based co-op ("coopera­
tive education") and intern (again, 
for academic credit) experiences. Ev­
erything begins with a visit to the of­
fice and attending an orientation ses­
sion. These dedicated professionals 
will teach you everything you need 
to know about their program. Take 
advantage of it while you can. 
For seniors who think it's too late 
to do an internship, or for any stu­
dent who thinks he or she cannot af-
See job experience, page 8 
"It is crucial to train the college 
students to become the leaders of the 
2ist century by giving them the 
chance to apply what they have 
learned in school to the professional 
world. We want to give every aca­
demically qualified student who 
wants to intern in Washington, D.C. 
the chance to do so regardless of their 
economic background." said William 
Burke, president and founder of the 
Washington Center for Internships 
and Academic Seminars. 
The center has earned high marks 
from students who have used it. 
"I think the Washington Center 
internship program is beneficial for 
students who can take advantage of 
the city around them and take the 
initiative to meet people and network 
on their own. 
"The Washington Center gives its 
students plenty of opportunities to 
learn about a variety of international 
and domestic issues," said Jenelle 
Bentley, a senior International Stud­
ies major who interned in Washing­
ton, D.C. this past summer. 
The Washington Center is a not-
for-profit, independent, academi­
cally-oriented institution. The orga­
nization offers internships for every 
field of study and takes pride in the 
fact that the internship will be "at 
least 80 percent entry-level profes­
sional work and no more than 20 
percent clerical, ensuring you the 
hands-on career experience you 
need." 
Chase Haag (Sr.) and Jenelle Bentley (Sr.) at their summer internships in Washington D.C. 
Bentley was not the only UOP 
student to take advantage of the won­
derful and beneficial opportunities 
available through The Washington 
Center. Senior Political Science ma­
jor Chase Haag also found the intern­
ship invigorating. 
"Internships give you the ideal 
setting: professional work experience, 
the ability to apply your academic 
knowledge, and an unlimited amount 
of future contacts. In my internship, 
I was fortunate to work with top-
notch people in a professional atmo­
sphere. If I decide to work in D.C., I 
know who to contact for a job" said 
Haag. 
Chris Crichton, a senior business 
major who also participated in this 
summer's program, found the expe­
rience and knowledge he gained 
through The Washington Center's 
program to be invaluable. 
"My internship was a great oppor­
tunity. Before going to D.C., I never 
imagined that I would be designing 
web sites for the Internet. This expe­
rience has given me an idea of what 1 
want to do once I graduate in May," 
said Crichton. 
To participate in The Washington 
Center's internship program, you 
must be a second semester sopho­
more or above and have at least a 2.5 
GPA. Not only will you gain experi­
ence, but you can also acquire aca­
demic credit towards graduation by 
participating in the program. 
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ford to pay for extra units, it might 
be too late to do a formalized aca­
demically-based experience through 
UOP's Co-op and Intern Program this 
semester, but it is never too late to 
negotiate a meaningful experience 
with an employer. Conducting infor­
mation conversa­
tions is an excellent 
way to gain infor­
mation and set up a 
wonderful "shadow­
ing" or "externship" 
opportunity. Also, 
begin planning now 
for a formal intern­
ship experience 
next semester. The 
Co-op and Intern 
Program offers regu­
lar orientations to 
begin the process. 
Visit McConchie 
Hall to sign up for a 
session. 
Also, seniors must act upon Fall 
on-campus recruiting options. This 
means that you must immediately 
register by completing a simple form. 
Then, sign-up for resume critiquing. 
After you have worked on your "disc-
...It is never 
too late to 
negotiate a 
meaningful 
experience 
with an 
employer. 
draft" (Macintosh or IBM.) submit 
distribution ready resumes to compa­
nies including: Advanced Micro De­
vices (Engineers for Technical 
Sales);American Tourister (Retail Sales 
Management); Andersen Consulting 
(Analyst for Management Informa­
tion Consulting);Applied Aerospace 
Structures (Engi­
neers for Co-ops); 
Arthur Andersen 
(Accounting); BT 
Office Products 
(Sales/Sales Manage­
ment); BZW 
Barclays Global In­
vestors (Investment 
Sales): Consolidated 
Electrical Distribu­
tors (Financial 
Management);DSC 
Communications 
( S o f t w a r e  
Engineering);Grant 
Thornton (Account­
ing): Olde Discount 
Stockbrokers (Financial Services); 
Swank Audio Visual (Broadcasting/ 
Communication); Target (Retail Man­
agement); Teradyne (Electrical 
Engineering) :TransAmerica (Financial 
Services); and Walgreens (Retail Man­
agement Trainee). 
New pledges, retreats 
Drug-induced abortions: 
Easy choice or safe option? 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
New York- Planned Parenthood 
announced Sept. 11 that many of 
its clinics will offer a drug-induced 
form of abortion this fall as part of 
a national study. 
The study on early medical 
abortions has been approved by the 
Food and Drug Administration and 
involves methotrexate and 
misoprostol, two drugs currently 
used to treat cancer, arthritis, and 
other conditions. 
Planned Parenthood said it 
hopes the study will persuade the 
FDA to deem the drugs "safe and 
effective" as an abortion method. 
During the procedure, a women 
no more than seven weeks pregnant 
is injected with methotrexate, 
which stops the development of the 
placenta and the embryo. Five to 
seven days later, the patient receives 
intravaginal doses of misoprostol, 
which causes the uterus to contract 
and expel the fetus. 
In some cases, if abortion does 
not occur after seven days, the pa­
tient is given a second dose of 
misoprostol. 
"We are gratified that the FDA is 
allowing us to move forward with our 
study of medical abortion," said 
Gloria Feldt, president of Planned 
Parenthood. 
The two-drug abortion method is 
already in use in Europe and China. 
The FDA is currently considering 
whether to approve RU-486, which 
is also used in Europe, Feldt said. 
"In the foreseeable future, women 
will likely soon have a choice of two 
medical options for ending unwanted 
pregnancies-ending them early, and 
without surgery," she said. "That is 
great news for women's health." 
The National Right to Life Com 
mittee has condemned the two-drug 
abortion method, stressing that it 
stops the heart of an unborn child 
and may cause complications to the 
mother. 
A study published last August in 
the New England Journal of Medicine 
concluded the method "represents a 
safe and effective alternative to inva­
sive methods for the termination of 
early pregnancy." 
KRISTIN HAZARD 
Greek Council Vice-President 
of Public Relations 
Delta Gamma 
Delta Gamma would like to wel­
come our six beautiful new pledges. 
We are so excited to have these won­
derful girls as part of our house. 
After an exciting weekend of 
pledge retreat and our annual Belle 
Exchange with Archania we start off 
October with a bang. On Thursday 
night our seniors and new pledges 
will spending a night of fun getting 
to know each other. This weekend DG 
girls will be joined by their parents 
for our first annual Delta Gamma 
parents weekend. 
Anchor Splash will be better then 
ever this year. All the money donated 
will go to our philanthropy, Aid to 
the Blind and Sight Conservation. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
The ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta 
will be participating in their annual 
house retreat this weekend. This past 
Tuesday they celebrated their scho­
lastic achievements of their members 
at a scholarship dress dinner. Kappa 
Alpha Theta is also co-sponsoring 
with the Pharmacy School in the UOP 
blood drive on Tuesday October 1, 
10:30-5:00 p.m. 
Alpha Kappa Lambda 
Alpha Kappa Lambda is going 
strong at the onset of this semester. 
We had a great party "Livin' in the 
Forties", a couple of weekends ago. 
Our next party, "Big Bang", will be at 
our brand new house. We are all very 
excited to be moving in soon and 
have ribbon cutting set for Novem­
ber. Alpha Kappa Lambda would also 
like to thank those individuals, Greek 
and non-Greek, who have supported 
Molly Thompson, Kara Fillo, Tiffany Campell, & Jenn Wallace at Delta 
Gamma's fall Bid Day. 
Please come out and support us. It 
will be a fun-filled day with relays, 
synchronized swimming, Mr. Anchor 
Splash, and great door prizes. The af­
ternoon will be filled with music by 
our DJ and San Felipe and Trader Joes 
will be serving food. So come to the 
UOP pool from 1-4 p.m.! 
Delta Delta Delta 
The ladies of Delta Delta Delta 
had a very busy weekend. Friday we 
headed up to a beautiful ranch in 
Milpitas for our annual house retreat. 
It was a fun and relaxing time. On 
Sunday we had a car wash to benefit 
a scholarship fund dedicated to the 
memory of Mary Pattinson (class of 
'93). We would like to thank all of 
those who came and supported us. 
This Saturday night we have our first 
dance of the year to the theme of Jail-
house Rock. 
and respected us on our way back to 
the top. 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha have 
had a busy semester so far. After hav­
ing a back to school barbecue with 
the ladies of Tri-Delta and throwing 
our second annual Dead or Alive 
party, we welcomed into our ranks 
our new pledge class whom we picked 
up during fall rush. The new mem­
bers then joined us on our 
Whitewater Rafting trip. 
We've also been busy partici­
pating in various community service 
and fundraising events. These in­
clude: A fundraising car wash on the 
28th of September to benefit the Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters program, partici­
pating in the Mary Graham children's 
shelter carnival on the 5th, and our 
second annual fund-raiser golf tour­
nament. 
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Counselors set to help 
"SeS^Cwrdinator Ou 
Staff at the University of the Pa­
cific Counseling Center would like to 
ftend best wishes to all students 
who are enrolled at the University for 
,'e '96.'97 academic year. 
May each and every student ex-
,*rience a productive and personally 
Lfilling year in their pursuit of 
hieher education. For those students 
who may be unfamiliar with the 
Counseling Center, our mission is 
to provide students with a safe and 
comfortable environment in which to 
facilitate personal growth. 
It is also our intent to help stu­
dents think about alternatives or op­
tions to their current behaviors that 
will facilitate new ways of dealing 
with the world. 
The Counseling Center is a safe 
place for UOP students to discuss a 
variety of problems they may be hav­
ing concerning depression, bereave­
ment, self-esteem, relationship prob­
lems, stress and anxiety, sexuality, 
and problems with alcohol or drug 
abuse. 
All personal information students 
bring to the Center is strictly confi­
dential and in accordance with Cali­
fornia law and ethical standards. 
LaVon Rupel, Ed.D., MFCC is the di­
rector our center. She brings many 
years of counseling and administra­
tive experience to the Center. Alice 
Mayall, Ph.D. is the Center's Associ­
ate Director and is responsible for the 
quality of work provided by the in­
tern psychologists. 
Ms. Mayall also provides therapy 
directly to UOP students. Should a 
student need to access Counseling 
Center Services, Ms. Krause, the 
Counseling Center secretary, will 
most likely be the student's first con­
tact with counseling center person­
nel. She works hard to accommodate 
each student with an appointment 
Thur., Fri. & Sat. 
convenient to that student's class 
schedule. The Center also has four 
experienced doctoral level psychol­
ogy interns that work directly with 
UOP students. 
The Counseling Center staff 
members are equipped to provide 
various campus organizations/stu-
dent groups with seminars on a wide 
variety of topics such as violence, 
identity issues, body image, home­
sickness, substance abuse, relaxation 
strategies, etc. 
Currently, the Counseling 
Center is sponsoring two 
ongoing support groups. 
The first group is designed for re­
entry students who wish to get to­
gether to discuss a variety of issues 
related to balancing the aspects of 
university attendance with work/fam­
ily obligations. This group begins 
Tuesday, October 1st, and will meet 
the entire fall semester at 12:00 noon 
in the Private Dining Room at the 
McCaffrey Center. Participants can 
bring a sack lunch or purchase a meal 
from the Summit dining area to bring 
to group, if desired. 
A Grief and Bereavement Group 
is also being sponsored by the Coun­
seling Center. This group is open to 
all students who have experienced 
the recent death of a family member 
or friend. This group is scheduled to 
meet every Monday evening begin­
ning October 14th for 8 consecutive 
weeks. It will be held at the Counsel­
ing Center in the Cowell Health Cen­
ter Building. For further information 
on these groups, or to schedule a 
seminar please call the Counseling 
Center at 948-2225. Once again, the 
Counseling Center staff wish all stu­
dents a productive and fulfilling '96-
97 academic year. 
What's Up Doc 
Stop sneezing & itching 
SARAH GRIMES, M.D. 
Cowell Health Center 
New students moving into the 
Stockton area to attend UOP may be 
noticing symptoms of sneezing, 
runny nose, congestion, and fatigue. 
Allergic rhinitis (medical name for 
allergies) is one of the most common 
conditions in the United States. 
Stockton is especially risky for devel­
oping allergies because it is primarily 
an agricultural community. 
Some reports estimate that as 
many as one in five Americans suffer 
the symptoms of allergic rhinitis. Al­
lergies may develop at any age, but 
approximately 70% of patients show 
symptoms before the age of 30. (That 
certainly hits most of our students.) 
Symptoms may be mild; however, as 
high as 62% have severe symptoms, 
and 21% are affected for 41 or more 
weeks each year. In 1988, total ex­
penditures for antihistamines, decon­
gestants, nasal cromolyn, and nasal 
corticosteroids was approximately $2 
billion. 
Allergies may be seasonal such as 
pollens, molds, and insect parts, oc­
curring in spring, summer, and fall. 
Nonseasonal or perennial allergies 
may affect persons all year round and 
include dust, mold, and animals. 
Symptoms include sneezing, itchy 
eyes, nose or throat, congestion, 
runny nose, post nasal drainage, loss 
of well-being irritability, fatigue, and 
depression. 
A diagnosis of allergic rhinitis is 
best made by a careful history of 
symptoms and family history. A per­
sistence of the symptoms of allergies 
can lead to more serious conditions 
of sinusitis and chronic ear infections. 
Treatment of allergic rhinitis may 
follow three approaches: avoidance 
of exposure to triggering allergens, 
medications, and immunotherapy, 
also known as allergy shots. Peren­
nial allergies can often be controlled 
by avoiding animals, tobacco smoke, 
and rigorous cleaning of bedrooms to 
avoid accumulation of dust. Air con­
ditioners play an important role in 
reducing exposure to certain aller­
gens. .. . , 
The most common medicines for 
treatment of allergies are antihista­
mines and decongestants. Although 
many over the counter antihista­
mines are very effective in control­
ling symptoms, they pose a threat to 
students because of the risk of drowsi­
ness. Nonsedating antihistamines 
include Seldane, Hismanol, and 
Claritin which can be effective but are 
very expensive. Antihistamines can 
reduce such symptoms as nasal itch­
ing, runny nose, and sneezing. De­
congestants act to decrease swelling 
of the lining of the nose and are gen­
erally more effective when taken with 
an antihistamine. Two very impor­
tant treatments for allergic rhinitis are 
nasal inhalants of either cromolyn or 
corticosteroids. These medications 
should be started prior to the allergy 
season and must be used on a daily 
basis. Side effects are very low and 
when effective can eliminate the need 
for additional medications by mouth. 
Transportation 
serving: 
San Francisco San Jose 
Sacramento Oakland 
AIRPORTS 
Call For A Quote 
Very Reasonable Rates 
(209) 957-2827/(800) 347-RIDE 
^Bayef express :v 
1461 West March Lane, Stockton 
209-952-2435 
Open: Monday -Friday 6 am to 6 pm 
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm 
Our New York bagels are boiled 
like the old-fashioned tradition. 
*Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises 
"Stuffed Bialys from heaven "Pastries & desserts 
S?- WEtbeu 
"We call it pride, layel tovers call it h heaven! 
I" 
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Dishing out the dirt 
Horoscope 
KING FEATURES 
ALL MY CHILDREN: Brooke told 
Phoebe that Tad's divorced. Jack told 
Skye that Kinder disappeared. Under 
pressure from Marian to tell what she 
knows of Kinder's whereabouts, Janet 
blurted out she's having an affair with 
him. Gloria tried to awaken Tad, who 
was zonked by antihistamines, and 
wound up accidentally pinned be­
neath him as Adam and Brooke ar­
rived. Palmer told Opal that Bobby's 
trust fund papers were tampered with. 
He confronted Kelsey but Bobby took 
the rap. Wait to see: Janet faces a new 
challenge from Trevor. 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Jill told Bo 
her attacker has blue eyes. Hope re­
minded Bo that Franco has green 
eyes. A panicked Wendy learned 
Jonah entered Benjamin in a 
children's beauty contest and his 
photo will run in the paper. As Sami 
vowed to stay married to Austin, Aus­
tin told Carrie he plans to get an an­
nulment as soon as they reach Salem. 
Lexie learned she was left a safe de­
posit box in Paris. Ivan's new cellmate 
had information about someone in 
Salem. Kristen was horrified to learn 
Marlena had scheduled a doctor's 
appointment for her. Wait to see: Kate 
worries about Billie's ability to move 
on without Bo. 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: After Lois 
reluctantly left Port Charles, Ned set 
about retrieving control of ELQ and 
getting his mother, Tracy, out of his 
life. Monica confronted Dorman with 
a declaration regarding Alan's hand 
surgery, and then surprised him by 
turning up for the operation. A 
shaken Kevin relived his torment 
about Felicia. Luke and Laura tried to 
reunite the family, believing- errone­
ously - that Nikolas and Stefan were 
leaving. Tracy called her pal Sydney 
Chase, in New York City. Wait to see: 
Lucy prepares to fight for Kevin while 
Bobbie faces a new crisis in her life. 
Star gazing 
KING FEATURES 
UOP Advice Column 
Ask Pebbles & Bam-Bam 
THE PACIFICAN 
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam, 
This past weekend I went out 
on a date with a guy. We went to 
dinner and had a couple of drinks. 
After, we went back to his place, 
and things got a little carried away. 
We ended up having sex, but I did 
not want to. I said no! 1 do not 
know what to do. Please help. 
Going Crazy 
m 
Dear Going Crazy, 
Date rape is an act of violence 
and a violation of a woman's per­
sonal rights. It can cause great 
emotional and physical injury. 
Since we are not experts on this 
subject matter, we strongly en­
courage you to see a counselor at 
the Cowell Counseling Center. 
They will help and provide you 
with a tremendous amount of sup­
port. Most importantly remember 
that you did nothing wrong! 
Pebbles & Bam-Bam 
. A W;man 6AYS 
MEANS NO,—", 
if she means 
SHE'LL CALL VCU 
:-. IN THE MOSNING'/ 
m 
i rv.Mi*'' 
W 
— ?fC°Unt ,ce Sk«t»nQ 
*t tti* Oak F»ark Ice Arena 
Slon«e(_ 
2** park ice 
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION ReE a»MISS»ON 
Participant 
3545 Alvarado Steet in Oak Park 
Phone (209) 937-7432 I 
I Expiree: December 22, 1Me g 
• mm aw mm wl 
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) It's 
a week of give and take in your deal­
ings with those around you. Don't 
allow minor setbacks to throw you 
off, especially as the week progresses. 
The weekend finds you happily en­
sconced in the bosom of family. 
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) 
Don't let minor snags entangle you 
which could cause some delays in 
business this week. Something that 
has been on the back burner comes 
to the fore. You are able to apply your­
self to do this with relish. 
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Ad­
dress that certain romantic decision 
you've been dancing around. Beating 
around the bush won't make it go 
away. Someone's patience is wearing 
thin on the job. The weekend is best 
for discussing a domestic problem 
which needs to be brought out into 
the open. 
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) You 
and your mate are out of sync early 
in the week and a bitter argument is 
likely to erupt as a result. To avoid 
the fight, try being more solicitous 
and understanding. A business dream 
is realized by week's end. 
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Don't 
be afraid of that new job assignment 
you're handed early in the week. It 
can lead to much success if you ap­
ply yourself. Some of your friends are 
trying to put you in the middle of 
their quarrel. 
VIRGO (August 23 to September 
22) Early in the week, a quarrel about 
money is possible. An assignment 
awaits that is connected to a group 
activity. Cooperation is the key to 
this. The weekend tempt you to over-
DR. LOAN CONCEPCION 
Family Optometrist 
Complete 
Vision Care 
for Mack to 
School 
DO 
Comprehensive 
£ye 8xam $3500 
Contact lens 6xam $5500 
4915 Claremont 
(in JCPenney, Weberstown Mall) 
Open MONDAY-SATURDAY 
956-3736 / 956-3323 
Medi-Cal, JCPenney, major credit cards, 
most insurance welcome 
Offer not valid with any other coupon or discount. 
Expires: Nov. 1.199s 
indulge in food or drink while social 
izing. 
LIBRA (September 23 to Octobe 
22) You seem to have all the answer 
this week and others flock to you f0 
your "expertise." However, don't le 
this go to your head. You're not a 
omniscient as you'd like to believe 
The weekend promises sheer blis< 
romantically. 
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem­
ber 21) Someone is spinning quite a 
tale of potential riches, and you're 
buying into it. The road to success 
isn't a fast and easy one and you'd 
do well to remember this. It's best to 
exercise healthy skepticism. 
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) You're content, but 
perhaps a bit too complacent this 
week. Avoid falling into that trap by 
taking more initiative on the job. A 
possible quarrel with a loved one 
should be avoided over the weekend. 
CAPRICORN (December 22 to 
January 19) Patience is the key to 
success on the work front. You are at 
your self-expressive best this week 
and should take full advantage of 
this. The accent on the week is on 
family issues. 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Feb­
ruary 18) Your ambitions are soon to 
be realized. However, make sure 
you're on firm footing on the job 
with a coworker who's been manipu­
lated in the past. Be careful not to 
spend too much while out shopping 
over the weekend. 
PISCES (February 19 to March 
20) You have an unfortunate ten­
dency to let little things upset you 
too much, especially this week. A 
writing or speaking project is on your 
agenda in the near future. You excel 
in such communication and should 
show off your talents. 
EUROPE $269 
Be a little flexible and 
save $$$ 
We'll help you beat the airline price 
Destinations worldwide. 
AIRHITCH® 1-800-834-9192 
airhitch@netcom.com 
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Despite rumors, Sweethearts remain dignified 
AARON NEW 
pacifican guest writer 
...you are divine. Always and for­
ever, will you be mine? When you 
are here, beside me dear, you banish 
every little fear. Oh can't I have you 
near, beside me year after year? 
You're gorgeous and divine, Archania 
Sweetheart of mine. 
If you've had the opportunity to 
spend some time at the University of 
the Pacific campus sometime in the 
past 50 or 60 years, chances are good 
that you've probably heard this song 
echoing about from time to time. 
The song is called "Sweetheart of 
Archania" and it is sung by Archania 
fraternity members in honor of the 
women members of their Sweetheart 
Program. This song hints towards a 
respectful relationship between the 
male and female affiliates of 
Archania. One grown from 142 years 
of tradition modeled after the south­
ern gentleman. There are a number 
of opposing opinions that exist 
around campus. (See Pacifican edito­
rial, Sept. 26) 
Common Stereotypes 
Sweethearts are sex toys for the 
Archites: 
"I heard that during initiation, all 
Sweethearts have to perform sexual 
acts with the bros. Its like some kind 
of an orgy or something." 
A female UOP student, non-affili­
ation with Greek systemheard this 
from friends in a fraternitynot sure if 
she believes it or not 
"I heard that all the Sweethearts 
have to strip down to their bras and 
underwear and stand on a table while 
bros circle their fat." 
A female UOP student who is af­
filiated with the Greek system heard 
this during a group conversation with 
sorority sisters while drinking, she 
does not believe it is true but is 
amused at the idea 
"I heard that the only way for a 
girl to become a Sweetheart is to sleep 
with as many bros as possible during 
Sweetheart Rush." 
A male UOP student, affiliated 
with Greek system heard this from 
various girls and guys around cam­
pus who were not affiliated with 
Archania, he doesn't really believe it 
is true. 
Being a Sweet­
heart is like being 
owned by the fra­
ternity: 
"I heard that 
the Sweethearts 
aren't allowed to go 
over to other frater­
nities to have fun 
with other 
friends." 
A female UOP 
student who is af­
filiated with the 
Greek system 
heard this from so­
rority sisters in­
volved with "little 
friend"-type pro­
grams. 
"The only rea­
son they have 
Sweethearts is to 
flaunt them around during men's 
rush like toys to make themselves 
look better." 
A male UOP student with a strong 
dis-affiliation with the Greek System 
expressed this opinion. He believes 
that women being affiliated with men 
in the same fraternity is a disgrace to 
the women's movement. 
B r e a k i n g  d o w n  t h e  
steroetype 
BAUN STUDENT FITNESS CENTER 
; ^ p §• . I i i \ 
.  I  '  I  f  I  | | t  1  » J S  K  I  s Is Free With 
i I I I LI 
H Membership 
Come Try Our New Stairmaster 
Bikes and Climbers! 
Membership Fee: $45/semester -or- $85/school year 
Come and Prevent that Freshman 15 
From Becoming 20! 
New Weight Room Hours:M-R: 7:00 am-10:00 pm 
F: 7:00 am-7:30 pm 
S: 9:00 am-5pm * 
What is the Sweetheart program 
from Archania's Point of view? 
The philosophy behind 
Archania's Sweetheart program can be 
adequately discussed in five simple 
points. 
First, our program facilitates co­
education through different events 
and programs within the house. Not 
only do the women interact with 
members at social functions such as 
parties, but also at formal and semi-
formal gatherings sponsored by the 
brotherhood. 
Some of these 
gatherings in­
clude dress din­
ners, men's rush 
parties, along 
and our bi-an­
nual weekend 
formal trips. 
Secondly, 
our program al­
lows women to 
affiliate them­
selves with a 
reputable frater­
nity. It does this 
in several ways. 
Primarily, it pro­
vides them with 
a well- organized 
and positive sup­
port group dur­
ing their time at 
the university. The women are also 
allowed and encouraged to interact 
and affiliate in a coeducational sys­
tem where they can learn more about 
male/female relationships. Lastly, it 
gives the women a chance to incor­
porate themselves with a part of the 
Greek system; one that is completely 
unique from the sororities in struc­
ture and benefits. 
Furthermore, Archania provides 
the Sweethearts with the opportunity 
for bettering their social understand­
ing and adaption at UOP. The women 
have the opportunity to be involved 
in group projects of all sizes. For ex­
ample, they can take part in our Big 
Kristin Hazard, Belle of Archania for 
the year of 1996-1997. 
OAKWOOD APARTMENT 
COMMUNITY 
Spacious Roommate Living at half the price! 
7620 N. El Dorado Stockton. CA 95207 
(209) 478-7881 
One, Two or Three Bedroom 
Apartments & Cottages all 
at affordable prices 
• 3 Sparkling Pools 
Weight Room 
Free Video Rentals 
• Huge Recreation Room 
•Walking distance to shopping center. 
post office & public transportation. 
•Month to month rentals available. 
Bring in this ad & student ID to 
receive a Free Credit check. 
Plus: Student discount on i/our Rent! 
' Tennis Court 
Bro/Little Sis Program in the house. 
They can also help prepare and par­
ticipate in many of our annual social 
events or community service projects. 
Being a Sweetheart enables these 
women to build group and leadership 
skills. Once again, they can do this 
individually by becoming a Little/Big 
Sister for an active or pledged mem­
ber of the house. This position in­
cludes the responsibilities of encour­
agement, friendship, and support. 
Or, if they feel a strong desire for lead­
ership, older Sweethearts have the 
opportunity of becoming "Belle of 
Archania," who is responsible for 
leading the 15 new Sweethearts 
through their first active year in 
Archania. 
Archania's Sweetheart program 
helps women deal with time manage­
ment. The women who are involved 
as Sweethearts learn to balance the 
various areas of their life, including 
personal, academic, and fraternal. 
This educational aspect is key not 
only to our program, but to the 
women's future. 
What is Archania's position on 
the negative stereotypes and rumors 
that exist about the Sweetheart Pro­
gram? 
"It is always annoying to hear 
derogatory comments made in igno­
rance and to see ill founded rumors 
spread in regard to something you 
know, love, and believe in. The only 
thing we can do is to continue our 
tradition of integrity and loyalty to 
our beliefs. We have always believed 
that actions speak louder than words, 
and in this case, our respect and de­
votion toward the Sweetheart Pro­
gram is made loud and clear by the 
pride and enjoyment each of us ex­
periences as Brothers and Sweethearts 
of Archania," said Nick Wells, 
Archania President 
Sweetheart of Archania... 
Archania has 15 new Sweethearts 
for whom to sing their song. Enthu­
siastic as ever, both the Brothers and 
Sweethearts of Archania live up to 
their commitment to a well-rounded 
education. The group encourages fac­
ulty and students who would like to 
look past the common stereotypes of 
fraternal affiliation to see what 
Archania is really about. 
HAPPY HOURS ARE. 
Monday thru Friday - 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
(209) 478-6290 
2324 Grand Canal Bh d M Swcfaw- CA 9520? 
Acwu from the Hilton enfrmce 
(Mitring Available 
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Top Ten 
Reasons For 
Attending UOP 
Editorial 
Cruising for booze at UOP 
As students, we can go through 
experimental phases with drugs and 
alcohol, but it doesn't necessarily 
make it right when bad habits are 
formed. Many students that party 
hard can end up leaving UOP with 
addictions. 
Here at UOP, getting drunk is 
only 12 steps away from Grace 
Covell. A freshman, more than 
likely 18 years of age, can cross the 
street from his dorm and get inebri­
ated. Archania, as most people 
know, doesn't have a bouncer 
checking ID's at the door. 
This isn't just at Archania, it's 
everywhere. 
The slop fest of drunken disillu­
sionment continues at fraternities 
and dorm rooms. One has to won­
der how many students under 21 
have a 12 pack chilling in their re­
frigerators. It's not there to sit and 
collect dust; it's there to be swilled. 
Many students come to college 
with little knowledge about the ef­
fects of alcohol on the body. But 
once arriving, the whirlwind of so­
cial needs may drive a student to be­
come a part of the "scene," a scene 
in which drinking and puking may 
come with regularity. 
Some find this as the path to fit­
ting in, saying to themselves "I have 
to drink in order to socialize." Any­
body that believes you have to drink 
in order to be social is irrational. It's 
the misguided imbeciles that look 
down on people for not drinking 
that make it a campus-wide prob­
lem. Pepsi tastes better than booze, 
so why should you have to drink 
alcohol instead of Pepsi to be cool? 
Drug use at UOP can be stagger­
ing as well. The extent of use of 
marijuana, mushrooms, acid, and 
coke can't be documented accu­
rately even though they circulate 
around campus through local drug 
dealers. People sniffing white rails 
or toking joints are seldom seen be­
cause their doors are closed to most. 
But the problem doesn't get amelio­
rated. 
Is there a solution? Even if UOP 
were to become a dry campus, un­
derage kids can still make the trek 
down the road to a small local tav­
ern. Anyone with a heartbeat and 
cash can get a stiff drink in town, 
and the only thing that attempts to 
prevent underage drinking is a sign 
that says "No One Under 21 Al­
lowed." 
The solution to the problem is 
to let students know about the dan­
gers associated with excessive use of 
drugs and alcohol. Sure, there are 
presentations by organizations 
who's aim is to prevent all these pit­
falls from occurring to young adults. 
But who's listening? 
Compiled by 
Deanna Stephenson 
and Max Cherry 
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feetheart crackdown? 
„ Editor, 
umber of individuals pointed 
r edi'orialon little sister/aux-
•anizations to me. Since the 
terests you and many stu-
thought you may want to 
Fraternity Executives Asso-
the National Interfraternity 
ence, the Association of Frater-
I Advisors, the National 
lllenic Conference, and the 
Ijty of national men's and 
i s fraternities, including those 
aapters on this campus, have 
I resolutions either banning or 
[raging formation of "little sis-
|ganizations. They claim these 
ations are inappropriate and 
lental to the American frater-
(nd are inconsistent with the 
jophy of separate and equal 
r's fraternities. 
[idicial precedent has deter-
I that the existence of "little sis-
joups creates a co-educational 
lization which may provide 
lid class" membership status to 
|n, placing the fraternity at risk 
ig its constitutional protection 
^le sex-status. A Nebraska court 
determined that a little sister 
^deed a member of the frater-
ttitled to all membership ben-
Je. living in the house, attend-
ppter meetings, voting. In prac-
|ost little sisters are not even al­
lowed a voice in who else may be­
come a sister - the decision is the 
privilege of men. 
-Beginning in the 1980s many 
campuses, Greek communities and 
fraternities began the elimination of 
little sisters in an effort to decrease 
claims of sexism, minimize legal li­
ability, and safeguard the single sex-
nature of fraternities as confirmed by 
the federal government in the educa­
tional amendments of 1971. Before 
the elimination of little sister groups 
began, the National Interfraternity 
Conference reported that half the le­
gal litigation involving fraternities 
came from little sisters. 
While I cannot validate the de­
scription of the auxiliary groups you 
wrote about, I do know many people 
feel that the role of "little sisters" is 
to promote the efforts of male orga­
nizations; organizations which pro­
hibit their full participation because 
of sex. As an advisor I always inform 
fraternities that "the existence of little 
sisters is at their own risk. Single sex 
organizational status could be chal­
lenged. Who is covered or may lay 
claim to liability insurance is ques­
tionable. And, the American frater­
nity movement in general stands in 
opposition to any form of auxiliary 
organization." 
Rick Morat 
Director of Student Activities 
& McCaffrey Center 
'e October 24 issue of 
The Pacific an will 
ature a Fall Festival 
•ction! If you would 
ike to advertise call 
946-2114 for 
information on 
special discounts. 
CIA and drugs? 
Dear Editor: 
The so-called "War on Drugs" is a cover for two very important policies 
of the rich and powerful. First, it provides an excuse to incarcerate a large 
proportion of poor black and brown youths, for whom there are few jobs 
and who might rebel against their dire condition. Also, the deleterious ef­
fects of these drugs on rational thought keeps these youths from organiz­
ing themselves into a potent political force. 
Second, it provides an excuse to keep the poor in other countries under 
control. The weapons, training and U.S. advisors that go to Columbia, 
Mexico and Peru are not for drug interdiction, but to fight leftist guerrillas 
or establish paramilitary groups which kill union organizers, peasant lead­
ers and leftist candidates for public office. In Columbia and Mexico, hun­
dreds of leftist candidates, some former guerrillas who laid down their 
weapons under an amnesty, have been assassinated by these right-wing 
paramilitary groups. The media in the United States always preach that 
these guerrilla armies should try democracy and electoral politics and then 
when they do, they get slaughtered. Talk about the evil empire! 
It is no surprise that a courageous journalist for the San Jose Mercury-
News should find that the CIA imported drugs and directed those ship­
ments toward poor inner-city neighborhoods. It corresponds nicely with 
what I just described. 
Sincerely, 
Gary Sudborough 
Bellflower, Ca. 
Help! Banner bandit loose 
Dear Editor, 
The staff of Career Services hopes 
that all students, faculty, staff and 
others enjoyed the Career Faire and 
that each one who attended had the 
opportunity to expand knowledge in 
some way. 
Unfortunately, the two banners 
used to promote the event are miss­
ing. The cables which secured them 
to trees were severed, yet locks left 
unopened. Because of budget issues, 
these items are used year after year, 
so we would definitely appreciate 
their return. Those who may have not 
realized how costly these banners are 
and that we must revise and re-use 
them again can drop them off at the 
McCaffrey Center Information Desk 
without any questions asked. If you 
know of anyone who may have in­
advertently thought of the banners 
as souvenirs, please motivate these 
persons to return them. We do have 
water bottles as rewards. Help?! 
Help?! Help?! 
Chief: Police morale good 
Dear Editor, 
When we read printed material 
in the newspaper, as a result of what 
is read, we may develop some sort 
of perception about what we have 
read. In this example, the article in 
The Pacifican newspaper was about 
a civil suit filed by the police officer 
association. The perception devel­
oped through the reading process 
has only one side to the story. 
I can say that there is good mo­
rale. The employees that work for 
Public Safety are doing an excellent 
job for our University. We have some 
issues to resolve. We will resolve 
these issues in a positive way. 
I can also say that the patrol of­
ficers did work five nine hour shifts. 
They also received three days off af­
ter working the five nine hour shifts. 
T he three days off were rotated each 
week allowing the officers to have a 
weekend off at least once a month. 
The third day off was a part of a shift 
program that was initiated by the As­
sociation over three years ago. Be­
cause of the third day off, the de­
partment received training hours 
each month at no cost to our bud­
get. 
Bob Calaway 
Chief of Police 
Mi«isiwrtifftWflffihi. IS -
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The last word 
David Ottenfeld 
Opinion Editor 
" Victory at all costs, victory in spite 
of all terror, victory however long and 
hard the road may be; for without vic­
tory, there is no survival." 
Winston Churchill, speech, May 13, 
1940 
Bob Dole is having problems. 
He's trying to campaign Bill Clinton 
to death on drugs and cutting taxes. 
The question is whether his strategy 
will work or backfire. 
Mr. Bill has been running things 
in a liberal fashion, according to 
Dole, and Bill's lead in the polls only 
gets wider and wider. 
How does Bill seem to pull this 
off. When I look over in Bob Dole's 
corner (and believe me, the war 
wounds already show), I see a man 
in desperate need of help. Her can't 
do anything to appeal to the major­
ity of the American people. 
Clinton, as the incumbent, has 
a clear advantage over Dole. He gets 
the spotlight when bills are signed 
through CNN, and he even made 
appearances at the Olympics to 
wave and cheer in supporting the 
many American athletes, which in­
cludes our one and only Brad 
Schumacher. Even Chelsea was in 
attendance. 
The point is that sound bites are 
what is killing the Dole campaign. 
I'm even thinking of voting for 
Dole, but it isn't for his dear and 
charming personality. It's because of 
Jack. Jack Kemp. 
The man played football and 
he's a champion of civil rights. 
That's what I call a man for all 
people. 
The Dole campaign needs a res­
urrection, pronto! There doesn't ap­
pear to be any end to the polls on 
television showing Bill Clinton s 
double digit lead over Dole. 
When Bob Dole speaks on TV, I 
don't just think of monotony, I 
think to myself "this guy doesn't 
even have a shot in hell." Does he? 
It's obvious to me that the sudden 
burst of energy within his campaign 
after the Republican National Con­
vention was a fluke. The 15% tax 
cut got people quite happy. Happy 
enough to help Bill Clinton move 
ahead dramatically after two weeks. 
Bob Dole is back where he started. 
Surprise, surprise. Maybe he 
should've picked Las Vegas over San 
Diego. 
Clinton is sitting in his oval of­
fice running ads on TV that attempt 
to appeal to American families. That 
WO' 
stei 
we 
me 
tin 
blc 
soft spoken voice I see in all of his 
ads even appeals to me. How could 
you not fall for that soothing, cool 
guy, verbosity. 
I'm actually starting to. 
Dole is on the attack, and it's ap­
parent. It's scary as well. I'm a regis­
tered Republican, but I like to look 
at both sides instead of standing by 
the label itself. Bill doesn't look that 
bad to me, but taxes do. I like Dole 
for the stand he has taken on taxes. 
Reganomics are making a comeback. 
Is the world ready for a change. 
That's what can happen if Dolt 
into the White House. With 
publican majority in the hoic 
Republican president could gel 
done. That could be a plus, but 
there's special interests. 
So what does all of this 
down to. Politics, of course, 
people could care less about tl 
sues. I look at these campaigns 
I'm starting to get sick of the 
blows being thrown. Whor 
cares? I just want to see who 
last man standing. 
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(alken, Willis compete to be 'Last Man Standing' 
loSHUA POWELL 
lacifican staff writer 
Back in the old days, movie stars 
lould ride into town on their old 
•teeds and find out how the bad guys 
fcere taking over. Throughout the 
•novie the tension would build until 
flhe hero was forced into one big 
Ilowout at the OK Corral. 
Walter Hill, in his new film "Last 
llan Standing", skips that pesky 
. middleman - the plot - and goes 
Straight for the blowout. Within ten 
. Ininutes the body count begins and 
lhe numbers climb all the way to the 
lend wherein all the unimportant 
characters are conveniently wiped 
lout in a huge gunfight. 
I From what anyone can glean 
•from the film, the story involves a 
•town near the Mexican border dur­
ing the prohibition years. Two mob-
Ister organizations, one Italian, one 
•Irish, are operating out of this town. 
•Brace Willis comes into town, kills a 
•few guys for messing up his car, and 
•proceeds to park himself in the 
•middle of the ensuing war between 
•the gangs. 
I Willis plays the nameless drifter, 
Ilohn Smith, who is apparently the 
•hero. We know he's the hero because 
I't's his voice we hear in the "Mike 
•Hammer" voice-over commentary he 
•gives us throughout the movie. Willis' 
•voice jumps in to deliver witty one-
I'iners that make opaque attempts at 
I depth without aiding the plot or his 
character. 
When we are allowed to actually 
I see Willis speak, we become painfully 
l m are that "Moonlighting" was a very 
I 0ng time ago and that he looked 
I middle-aged even then. 
I The main problem with the film 
Ijsn t really Willis. Granted, the film 
Isn t exactly aided by his balding pres-
I nce' but the script successfully turns 
PfW attempt at powerful moments 
lr»o comedy. 
tn h n 3 scene that tries terribly hard 
,,e Moving, a beaten John Smith 
s his broken body across the floor 
aud Cel*ar"!t was so movinS that the 
I hughf106 ^)ro'<e *nt° spontaneous 
n . Jf.a film admits openly to being 
anl ,mg more than an action film 
Man x0" b'S 'ob' h's acceptable. "Last 
rifp «. anhing" however tries to seem 
ther a Symbolism that simply isn't 
ism e , tempts at religious symbol-
ab°und from the town being 
CMStopherWalkmplaysHickey,thehitmmfbrar,Irishmob,tnNewUneCiwm,'sactton-dram,,-LastManSt,mdmg.-
page 
called Jericho to 
the opening 
shot in a church 
to the gift Smith 
gets of a cross. 
The plot, if such 
it can be called, 
gives no sup­
port to this 
whatsoever. 
The blame 
for the variety 
of oddities 
within the 
movie is hard to 
place. Why does 
Smith, after fi­
nally escaping 
the bad guys, 
drive right by 
the gunfight the 
two gangs are 
having, stop the 
car, and roll 
down the win­
dow for a peak? 
Exactly how 
many bullets 
can Smith's gun 
hold? 
The town, 
Jericho, is ap­
parently popu­
lated by about 
fifty men, all of 
whom die, and two women. One has 
to assume that the three prostitutes 
shown in one shot must commute to 
work from a neighboring town. 
One of the two women of Jericho, 
Lucy, is apparently Smith's love in­
terest since she's inexplicably unable 
to resist him. The other woman is the 
"property" of the Irish mob boss. She 
ends up fleeing across the border to 
Mexico with Smith's help. 
After Lucy leaves town, Jericho is 
effectively womanless, which leaves 
only one option. They have to exter­
minate each other. 
The only hint of chemistry or 
hope comes when Christopher 
Walken finally arrives half way 
through the film as Hickey, the Irish 
mob's best thug. At the anti-climac­
tic finale between Smith and Hickey, 
the script destroys any possible re­
demption by letting Hickey do some­
thing very un-Christopher Walkenish 
Bruce Willis stars as gun-for-hire John Smith in New Line Cinema's action-drama, "Last Man Standing." 
their loved ones. As for yourselves, 
rent "Die Hard" and remember the 
good old days. 
when Hickey doesn't just ride off into 
the sunset. 
Thus, "Last Man Standing" 
proves to be unsatisfying to very last 
drop. 
If anyone can watch all two hours 
of this film and not leave cursing 
Walter Hill's birth, they are stronger 
men than I. Unless you are ventur­
ing out strictly for blood bath and the 
poetry of unlimited ammunition, 
don't go see this movie. 
Tell your enemies that they will 
love it and encourage them to take 
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FLY AWAY HOME 
FRI-SUN: (12:05, 2:30, 5:00) 7:20, 9:25 
MON-THUR: (2:30. 5:00) 7:20. 9:25 
PG 
FIRST KID 
FRI-SUN: (12:20,2:35, 5.10) 
MON-THUR: {2:35. 5:10} 
PG 
TIN CUP 
FRI-SUN: (11:30, 2:05, 4:45) 7:25, 10:00 
MON-THUR: (2:05,4:45) 7:25,10:00 
R 
TIME TO KILL 
FRI-SUN: (1:00. 4:00) 7:05,9:45 
MON-THUR: (4.00} 7:05. 9:45 
R 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
FRI-SUN: (12:45, 4:05) 7:00, 9:50 
MON-THUR: (4:05) 7:00. 9:50 
PG13 
SPITFIRE GRILL 
DAILY: (7:15) 9:30 
PG13 
SNEAK PREVIEW: LONG KISS GODNIGHT 
SAT. 10/05 AT 7:30 PM 
SHOWTIMES ARE GOOD FOR 10/4/96-10/10/96 
4! YEARS of QUALITY 
"Mmngs" 
urornia ZFw&h 
. c • A • F • E • 
Breast of Chicken Sandwich 
Marinated Carved from the Bone 
"Stocktons Best" 
Rotisserie Turkey 
"The Real Thing" 
Rotisserie Chicken 
with Fresh Herbs 
Barbequed Beef Sandwich 
from our Wood Burning Oven 
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper 
Fish and Chips 
Fish Sandwich 
on Sourdough 
Freshly Steamed 
Artichokes 
Salads 
"STOCKTON'S BEST' 
FAST FOOD CAFE 
1612 Pacific Ave. 
463-6415 
ATM, VISA, Discover & MasserCjtrd 
Slackwater Cafe 
Stockton's Coffeehouse 
912 N. Yosemite St. 
Stockton, CA 95203 
(209) 943-6933 
We want to be part 
of your daily grind... 
Bring in this ad for HALF OFF on your 
next Mocha or Latte! 
STOCKTON'S ONLY 
Drive-Thru Espresso 
featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Be 
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and 
pork... Their feed is a sweet granola of com a 
grains... The Old-fashioned way 
World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fjah Fa'0® 
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chic* 
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asa 
(grilled steak) • Carnitas (roast pork) 
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261 
4601 Pacific Ave. 
(one block south of March Lane) 
We accept 
ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard 
FRESH • NATURAL • NO LAR£ 
job' 
The Pacifican Arts & Entertainment 
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'Last Man Standing' makes for a pointles^bloodfes^pi 
Cnntinued from 
UOP 
What's hot 
TOP 10 SINGLES 
King Features 
1. No Mercy: "Where Do You 
Go" (Arista) 
2. Los Del Rio (Bayside Boys 
Mix): "Macarena" (RCA) 
3. Los Del Rio: "Macarena" 
(RCA) 
4. Celine Dion: "It's All Com 
ing Back To Me Now" 
(550 Music) 
5. SWV: "Use Your Heart" 
(RCA) 
6. Aaliyah: "If Your Girl Only 
Knew" (Background/At 
lantic) 
7. Az Yet: "Last Night" 
(Laface/Arista) 
8. Sheryl Crow: "If It Makes 
You Happy" (A&M) 
9. Donna Lewis: "I Love You 
Always Forever" (Atlan 
tic) 
10. Eric Clapton: "Change 
the World" (Reprise) 
Valley Brewing 
Company 
UOP NIGHT 
Ehrery Thursday 7:00-11:00 
* Live Music 8:00 to 11:00 
no cover charge 
* UOP Discounts 7:00 to 11:00 
$5.50 Pitchers 
Food Specials 
Bring College I.D. 
* Open 7 days a week 
Mon-Thurs 11:30 to 11:00 
Fri-Sat 11:30 to 12:00 
* Sunday Champagne Brunch 
10:00 to 2:00 
157 W. Adams 
948-ALES 
Just off Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile, 
Behind Baskin Robbins 
Arts & Entertainment PAGE 17 
sJJVs Bagels: Good food that's good for you, too 
TINA FLOWERS 
& staff writer I T1 Kai 
' ill's famous New York style 
fain just opened its newest 
Stockton at Lincoln Center 
„ ny students have eagerly 
its arrival as its reputation for 
has long preceded it. 
,h's bagels are handmade and 
jesh every hour on the pre-
The selection is displayed in 
s cases at the counter and in-
fourteen different varieties, 
ty bagels include cinnamon 
nultigrain, onion, egg, garlic, 
seed, New York rye, pumper-
whole wheat, sesame, blue-
id chocolate chip, 
ds are sold individually or by 
in. Individual bagels are only 
a very inexpensive breakfast 
oon snack. Noah's mini ba­
ld also make a great snack 
onvenient to take on the go. 
igels are 35 cents each or 
ozen. A dozen specialty ba-
45 and one is free with your 
purchase. 
While there were plenty of 
choices, I decided to try the blue­
berry bagel with plain cream cheese. 
After eating breakfast at Noah's that 
morning, I understood why the ar­
rival of this special store was so an­
ticipated. 
My blueberry bagel was deli­
cious. The bread was soft and chewy. 
It tasted as if it had just come from 
the oven. The bagel was filled with 
fresh, whole blueberries that gave it 
a slightly sweet taste. The cream 
cheese was plentiful and delicious. 
My bagel sandwich was more 
than enough for a filling breakfast. 
It was so good that I bought another 
to go. A bagel on the run is many 
people's typical breakfast, which is 
actually a good choice because its 
high in carbohydrates, has virtually 
no fat and still tastes good. 
But don't be fooled into think­
ing that bagels are only for break­
fast. A bagel combined with one of 
Noah's many Schmears can make an 
excellent lunch, dinner or treat. 
Noah's whips their homemade 
cream cheese into a light, spreadable 
consistency and combines it with ad­
ditional ingredients to make shmears. 
Schmears can be made of regular, 
light or fat-free cream cheese, includ­
ing vegetable, chive, garlic herb, 
sundried tomato basil, strawberry and 
walnut raisin varieties. 
You can also opt to add slices of 
fresh tomato, onion, cucumber or 
pickles to your sandwich. Bagel sand­
wiches range in price from 85 cents 
to $2.00. 
Soon you will be able to enjoy 
Noah's delicious bagels and great cof­
fee at the same time and place. 
Starbucks coffee is scheduled to open 
in a few weeks and will located next 
door. 
Don't settle for Lenders any 
longer. Noah's has arrived and it puts 
store-bought bagels to shame. 
UOP DISCOUNTS 
with Student I.D. 
on food, games, 
and more! 
3900 WEST LANE 
466-3317 
Railroad 
Tracks 
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Preview: Anchor Splash 
Anchor Splash , a charity swimming event sponsored by the De 
Gamma Sorority, will take place Sunday, October 6, from 1 p.m. to 4 p' 
Fraternities, sororities and other UOP students will compete as teams 
five water relays, a synchronized swimming routine and a Mr. Anchor Spb 
performance. j 
Anchor Splash raises money through donations and local merch 
sponsors and proceeds will be donated to the Aid to the Blind and Sig 
Conservation and to the National Delta Gamma Foundation. 
Music will be provided by a local disc jockey and food will be served . 
San Felipe Grill. The event is free and open to the public. For further in 
mation contact Sarah Milam of Delta Gamma at 466-9063. 
Delta Gamma makes a splash at Anchor Splash on Sunday, October 6 
Thursday October 3 
ON CAMPUS 
Homecoming Meeting , 9:30 
a.m. Taylor Conference Room. 
Live enter tainment at the 
McCaffrey Center Stage , noon 
to 1 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center Movie: 
"Batman" 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center 
Theater. General Admission is $3, 
$1.50 for seniors and children under 
12. Free to UOP students with a valid 
sticker. See description in the Cam­
pus Movie Review section. 
Student Association/ 
School of Business Barbecue 
5:30 p.m. Knoles Hall lawn. 
Valentin Ber ezkhofLectur e 
& Book-signing , 6 p.m. Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall. Free admission. 
Sponsored by the School of Interna­
tional Studies. 
Soccer: UOP vs. U.C. Ir vine, 
4 p.m. Amos Alonzo Stagg Stadium. 
Women's V olleyball: UOP 
vs. Idaho State , Big W est Con­
ference Game , 7 p.m. Spanos Cen­
ter. 
Workshop: "Job Sear ches: 
Simple but not Easy" - Leader­
ship Development Series, 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m. McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Athena A wards Luncheon , 
loon. Klamath Ferry Meeting Center 
Friday October 4 
ON CAMPUS 
Breakfast for V alentin 
Ber ezkhov , 8 a.m. President s 
Room. 
Cambodian Student Asso­
ciation Fall Dance , 8 p.m. Com­
mon Room. 
Crossroads Program 
Monthly Dinner , 6 p.m. Redwood 
Room. 
Field Hockey: UOP vs. St. 
Louis , 4 p.m. Brookside Field. 
Folkdance by the Pacifica 
Folk Dancers , 8 p.m. George Wil­
son Hall. 
McCaffrey Center Movie: 
"Batman" 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center 
Theater. General Admission is $3, 
$1.50 for seniors and children under 
12. Free to UOP students with a valid 
sticker. See description in the Cam­
pus Movie Review section. 
Michael T omlinson , 8 p.m. 
Long Theater. $16. Call 946-2867 for 
more information. 
OFF CAMPUS 
The Butthole Sur fers , 
Fillmore, 1805 Geary Blvd., San Fran­
cisco. Tickets available through Bass 
ticket outlets. 
Kenny Rogers , Konocti Harbor 
Resort, 8727 Soda Bay Road, 
Saturday October 5 
ON CAMPUS 
3rd Annual Business 
Leadership Summit , 8 a.m. 
Atherton Auditorium. Sponsored 
by Leadership Summit Inc. 
McCaffrey Center Movie: 
"Batman" 8 p.m. McCaffrey Cen­
ter Theater. General Admission is 
$3, $1.50 for seniors and children 
under 12. Free to UOP students 
with a valid sticker. See description 
in the Campus Movie Review sec­
tion. 
Women's Cr oss Countr y 
Race , 8 a.m. Knoles Field. 
Women's V olleyball: UOP 
vs. Long Beach State , 7 p.m. 
Spanos Center. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Field Hockey: UOP vs. 
Stanford , 1 p.m. Stanford. 
Gladys Knight with Eddie 
and Gerald Lever t, Paramount 
Theatre, Oakland. Tickets available 
through Bass ticket outlets. 
Kenny Rogers , Konocti Har­
bor Resort, 8727 Soda Bay Road, 
Kelseyville. Call 800-862-4930 for 
more information. 
more information. 
Women's Swimming: UOP 
vs. U.C. Berkeley , 1 P"1- u-c 
Berkeley. 
Lockeford Semi-Annual 
Str eet Fair , 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.c 
of Lockeford. 
Lodi Juggling Festival ,9a 
to 6 p.m. Micke Grove Regional pc 
Sponsored by Lodi 
Parks and Recreation. 
(M 
SOlt' 
Istf 
[eb 
Stockton Junior Aid' s44tP 
Annual Rummage Sale , 9 am , 
1 p.m. San Joaquin County 
grounds. J, 
Tower of Power , The A vt ^ 
age White Band , Fillmore, lj 
Geary Blvd., San Francisco. Tick ^ 
available through Bass ticket outli r 
Sunday October 6 lilat 
ON CAMPUS 
lud 
Anchor Splash , 1 p . m .  t o  
p.m. UOP pool. 
ml 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Cl 
"Batman" 8 p.m. McCaffrey Cer P 
Theater. General Admission is 
$1.50 for seniors and children uni Q/ 
12. Free to UOP students withavi -
sticker. See description in the Ca ^ 
pus Movie Review section. 
U.S.A. V olleyball T ea e 
Lunch, noon. Regent's Dining R« $ 
Women's V olleyball Exhibi 
ion Match: UOP vs. U.S.A. 
OlympicT earn , 7 p.m. SpanosC| 
:er. 
* 
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:AMPUS 
„v walker, Konocti Harbor 
• «727 Soda Bay Road, 
f, He! Call 800-862-4930 for 
information. 
in„Ide$ias , 7:30 p.m. Octo-
• ncord Pavilion. $37.50. Tick-
l,:Jhle through Bass ticket out-
| ai Juggling Festival , 9 a.m. 
% Mfcke Grove Regional park. 
n». 
I by Lodi 
irks and Recreation. 
ii Str eet Fair , 8 a.m. to 8 
vntown Lodi at School Street. 
|hdnight Oil , Fillmore, 1805 
, Blvd., San Francisco. Tickets 
ible through Bass ticket outlets. 
IllABDA Ballroom Dance , 
ding one-hour dance lesson, 6 
|> 10 p.m. Senior Center, Scenic J and Bodem St., Modesto. $5 
|bers; $8 non-members. Call 
sCostello at 544-6564 for more 
ation. 
lay October 7 
|omecoming Inter views , 
p.m. McCaffrey Center Confer-
om. Sponsored by Upbeat. 
ockton Symphony Con-
-in 7:30 p.m. Buck Hall. 
\day October 8 
CAMPUS 
jreek Council Meeting , 8 
[ l9 p.m. McCaffrey Center Con-
Fe Room, 
•rkshop: "T rue Colors: A 
tr s Key to Understand-
^onality" . Leadership De-
Iffrev'r 4 P'm' to 6 P-m' [ ™ Center Conference Room. 
RAMPUS 
i'ta'\°RI^H8ctiVe ' Fillmore< 
lailahJ!v, Prancisco. Tick-
able trough Bass ticket out-
hesday October 9 
Alternative act Better Than Ezra will perform Oct. 9 at the Fillmore in San Francisco. 
alley Beginning 
Da\ t uction Network: 
ntVnilmp°Sium .noon. 
g Room; 4 p.m. 
President's Room; 6 p.m. Regent's 
Dining Room. 
Stockton Camera Club 
Meeting & Slide Show Compe­
tition , 7 p.m. Knoles Hall 211. 
Workshop: "Coaching to 
Make A Difference" - Leadership 
Development Series, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Jimmy Buffett , 9 p.m. Shore­
line Amphitheatre, Mountain View. 
Tickets available through Bass ticket 
outlets. 
Alan Parsons Project , 8 p.m. 
Warfield, 982 Market Street, San Fran­
cisco. Tickets available through Bass 
ticket outlets. 
The Ocean Blue , 8 p.m. 
Bimbo's 365 Club, San Francisco. 
Tickets available through Bass 
Beck, Dir ty Thr ee , 8 p.m. 
Warfield, 982 Market Street, San Fran­
cisco. Tickets available through Bass 
ticket outlets. 
Better Than Ezra , 8 p.m. 
Fillmore, 1805 Geary Blvd., San Fran­
cisco. Tickets available through Bass 
ticket outlets. 
Upcoming Northern 
California Concerts 
Ani DiFranco , 8 p.m. October 
26, Berkeley Community Theater. 
Collin Raye, Patty Loveless , 
6 p.m. October 27, Shoreline 
Amphitheatre, Mountain View. $15-
$22.50. 
G3, October 11, Concord Pavil­
ion, Concord. 
The Who' s Quadr ophenia , 8 
p.m. October 19-20, San Jose Arena. 
$50. 
Ween , October 12, Paramount 
Theatre, Oakland. 
On-Campus Movie 
Reviews 
"Batman" 8 p.m. October 3-6. 
Batman's career as "The Caped Cru­
sader" begins as he is challenged by 
the villainous Joker. Michael Keaton, 
Jack Nicholson. Warner Brothers. 
Rated PG-13. 126 minutes. 1989. 
"Golden Eye" 8 p.m. October 
10-13. Pierce Brosnan debuts as the 
debonair agent 007, James Bond. Sean 
Bean portrays Bond's nemesis, an­
other villain trying to take over the 
world, in this action-packed adven­
ture. Pierce Brosnan, Judi Dench, 
Robbie Coltrane, Sean Bean. MGM/ 
UA. Rated PG-13.130 minutes. 1995. 
Is your club having an event? 
Advertise free in the 
Calandar. 
Send all information to Andrea Miller @ 
The Pacifican, located on the third floor 
of Hand Hall; or call 946-2115. 
The Pacifican 
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Classifieds Christina Flowei Classified Advertis 946-211; 
FUNDRAIS1NC 
Fast fund-raisers available-
Raise $500 or more in only 
one week! 
Greeks, clubs, motivated 
individuals. Easy- NO finan­
cial obligation. 
For more information call: 
(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33 
Send resume to 11280 N. Al­
pine, Stockton 95212, Christy 
Morgan, 333-1000 or FAX 333-
0899. 
FOR RENT 
For rent- 1 bdrm. house. 
Only 12 min. from campus 
with large fenced yard, gar­
dener, and carport. $375 plus 
utilities. Call 477-1719. 
Roomate wanted: to share 
2 bedroom house. $325, utili­
ties paid, 2 miles from UOP, 
bath, kitchen, and laundry 
priviledges, pref. female, non-
smoker. Call 473-7519 or477-
9107. 
FOR SAEK 
1976 Chevy 4x4. 69 Cor­
vette rebuilt engine, passed 
smog, 36 inch tires, 8 inch lift. 
Looks good, runs strong. 
$3500. Call 477-1719. 
PART-TIME/WORK 
STUDY JOBS 
Do you like flowers and 
flexible hours? Sales position 
now open at THE FLOWER 
BOX. Call (209) 477-7043 or 
477-5574 or stop by the shop 
at 7135 Pacific Ave. 
Biology Department seeks 
Work-study Lab Assistant(s) 10 
hours/week. Contact Ginger 
Hudson in Classroom Building 
227. 
Kaplan seeks instructors 
for SAT, GRE, GMAT, MCAT, 
and/or TOEFL preparation 
courses in Northern Califor­
nia. Send resume, cover let­
ters and score reports to 
Kaplan Educational Centers, 
NorthWest Regional Office 50 
First Street, Suite 601, SF 
94105. Attention: Richard 
Kang, FAX 415-905-9010. 
Wayne and Katherine 
Setness seek "Home Assistant" 
for errands and other activi­
ties, $6/hour for flexible hours. 
Call 476-1952 or 476-8487. 
Annual Pacific Fund seeks 
work-study Telemarketing As­
sociates. $6/hour plus bo­
nuses. Weekday evenings 6-
9pm. Call Julie at 946-2500 or 
visit Burns Tower. 
Conference of California 
Historical Societies seek a 
Work-study Assistant 10-12 
hours/week. Contact Joyce 
DalPorto, WPC, x2169. 
Center for Management 
Development seeks Work-
study Student Assistant 10-15 
hours/week. Contact Myrna 
Vick, x2478 in Weber Hall for 
an interview. 
Pharmacy Student affairs 
seeks Work-study Clerical As­
sistant 5 hours/week. Contact 
Kathy Smith, Pharmacy 
School Building, x2529. 
Domino's Pizza at 4343 
Pacific Ave. is now hiring full/ 
part time workers. Call 952-
3030 for more information. 
Marketing research firm 
seeks Phone Interviewers for 
Saturday and Sunday and at 
least one week night shift. 
Clear speaking voice required. 
Contact Caroline at 476-8993 
and mention UOP ad. 
Cummings, 3073 Adams 
Street, Riverside, Ca 92504, 
909-959-2101, FAX 351-0574. 
IBM seeks Customer Sup­
port Assistant(s) in Sacra­
mento area 20-30 hours/week 
while maintaining a mini­
mum of 12 credits throughout 
academic year in Business, Fi­
nance, Accounting or Market­
ing major. Contact Raul 
Munoz, Program Manager, HR 
Staffing Operations, IBM, 5600 
Cottle Road, San Jose, 95193, 
(408) 256-2569, FAX 256-
8888. 
Physics Department Seeks 
Work-study Receptionist/As­
sistant 11 hours/week. Con­
tact Celia Nathe at Olson Hall, 
Rm. 101. 
Lisa Orozco Lynch seeks 
childcare provider. Live in for 
room and board and small sal­
ary. Close to campus. Span­
ish speaking preferred. Call 
942-6105. 
The Cook and the Trainer 
seek Central Office Assistant, 
mainly data entry. Contact/ 
Dun and Bradstreet Infor­
mation Services seeks Cus­
tomer Investigation Consult­
ants for telephone inquiries, 
business information report 
writing and updating, and 
other activities. Contact 
Suzanne Bakke, 8950 Cal Cen­
ter Drive, Suite 238, SAC 
95826, 916-369-1396, FAX 
369-1946. 
Girl Scouts seek Activities 
Leaders 20 hours/week, M-F, 
flexible, l-4pm. Contact Pat 
at 473-7997. 
Jim Zeller at Delta College 
seeks Term Paper Reader with 
good English skills. Contact 
Jim at 474-5327 or 931-6033. 
Oakbrook Private School 
seeks Physical Education In­
structor for ages 1-8,2-3 hours, 
twice/week. Contact Audrey 
Handey, 478-1455. 
Work-study and non-
Work-study Tutors needed at 
Tutorial Center. Contact Jane 
Stuart, Bannister Hall, 1st 
floor, x2437. 
Burke Pain Management 
Center seeks Receptionists to 
cover T and TR, from 2-6pm 
and M, W, and F, 9am-9pm. 
Contact Julie, 951-9001. 
FULL-TIME JOBS 
Education Resource Center 
seeks Work-study Clerical As­
sistant 10 hours/week. Con­
tact Becky Riley-Gatz, Bannis­
ter Hall, 1st floor, x2458. 
allowance provided. Excf 
training. Extraordinan 
portunity to be involve; 
groundbreaking comnn 
building initiative. Cot 
Jeff Kositsky, Communit 
vices Coordinator, Rural 
fornia Housing Corpon 
(916) 442-4731. 
EDS seeks Editor to review 
and revise documents, graph­
ics and other written materi­
als. Contact Theresa Davis, 
Electronic Data Systems, 3215 
Prospect Park Drive, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 95670, at (916) 
636-1284, FAX 636-1002. 
For additional info 
tion on Part/Full Tims 
postings, visit Career Sen 
located on the second fit 
McConchie Hall, 235 Wes 
dium, Stockton, CA 9 
(209) 946-2361, FAX 
946-2760. 
I 
t 
Like working with chil­
dren? Mary Graham 
Children's Shelter seeks cre­
ative volunteers to help orga­
nize their Fall Carnival. They 
also need ongoing assistance 
in the classroom . Contact 
Rose Clegg at 468-6966. 
September 21, San Joaquin 
County Arts Council "Art 
Stroll at Venetian Bridges". 
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. Volunteers needed to set 
up art work and booths, pro­
vide relief time for exhibitors 
and move art work to Civic 
Theater for art sale. Contact 
Peggy at 943-0890. 
Are yoi 
lookiru 
for tha 
special 
someom 
Advanced Physical 
Therapy seeks Aide, M, W, and 
F mornings 15-20 hours/week. 
Contact Kellie at 464-5771. 
Athletic Media Relations 
seeks Work-study Student 
Assistant(s) 15-20 hours/week. 
Contact Mike Millerick, Ban­
nister Hall, x2479. 
ADP seeks Sales Associate 
in Stockton/Modesto area. 
Base $26k plus commission, 
car allowance, etc. Contact 
Elizabeth Ames, 2000 Crow 
Canyon Place, Suite 450, San 
Ramon, CA 94583, 510-358-
5006, FAX 358-5032. 
UOP Park Village Girl 
Scout Troop seeks students to 
assist with activities for young 
children 1-2 hours per week, 
(Tuesdays 4-6p.m.). Park Vil­
lage is located six blocks East 
of campus. Children love wel­
coming their UOP friends. No 
experience necessary. For 
more information, call Peggy 
at 946-2083 or e-mail at 
prosson@uop.edu 
Graduate School seeks 
Work-study Clerical Assistant 
10 hours/week. Contact Julie 
Cowan-Lacey, 214 Knoles Hall. 
Pacific Bell seeks Outside 
Plant Engineer, Field Opera­
tions Center Supervisor (out­
side), Maintenance Splicing 
Technician Supervisor, and 
customer Service Bureau Su­
pervisor. Contact Doug 
Anderson Y Center's Satur­
day Partners in Education 
seeks volunteers to host 7-12 
year olds one Saturday a 
month from 8-4p.m. Break­
fast, lunch, and training pro­
vided. Great group project! 
Call Fran at 946-2444 or e-mail 
at andersony@uop.edu. 
Vista/Americorps Open­
ing: immediate opening for 
full time position in the UOP 
noi rrV-iHr\rVir»r\H Qmall 1i\7ir»cr 
Are yo 
single 
You can 
the mate 
your 
right here 
The 
Classified 
Send a 
description 
yourself am 
what you lo( 
for in a 
relationship' 
Chr i s t ina  a t '  
Pacifican, 
located on tr 
third floor j> 
Hnnrl Hall 
Susie Berg 
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Water Polo team treading water 
r fnr t  n t  number  s ix  
Water polo coach John Tanner (left) plans strategy with his team. 
Olympic update 
Olympic athletes to challenge 
Test vour knowledge 
Kj 
v 
4: 
rdj 
its 
:oc 
m 
or RYAN BAZELEY 
' fUcfln Staff Writer 
P For the past three weeks the UOP 
1 men's water polo team has been hold-
8 ine steady as the number six ranked 
Hi team in the nation. However, a num-
151 ber six ranking is nothing with which 
]J a team with aspirations of winning a 
i national championship can be con­
tent. I , , 
The Tigers know that if they are 
going to qualify for NCAA's they need 
to move up, but with last week's losses 
to number three ranked Berkeley and 
number five ranked Stanford it looks 
like the Tigers will be stuck at num­
ber six for at least another two weeks. 
Last Thursday the Tigers (3-5) 
bowed 10-5 to UC Berkeley. UOP's 
Ryan Price gave his team an early lead 
in the first quarter with a two-point 
lob shot, but Cal battled back to tie 
the score at the half. 
In the third quarter UOP's poor 
shooting and lackluster defense 
paved the way for Cal to build up a 
five-goal lead that the Tigers couldn't 
overcome. 
On Saturday the Tigers added a 
badly needed win to their record by 
defeating number eleven ranked 
Long Beach State 8-6. Matt Braun, 
Ryan Price, Ants Cullwick and Daniel 
Satchkov scored goals for Pacific. 
The heartbreaker of the week was 
on Sunday when UOP fell 13-11 in 
an overtime loss to Stanford. Ahead 
by two with 55 seconds left in the 
game, the Tigers gave up a two point 
goal which sent the game in to over­
time. Stanford scored twice in over­
time, sealing a 13-11 victory. 
"It was a game we should have 
won," said coach John Tanner. "We 
had great outside shooting, great 6 on 
5's, and great counter defense. That 
two pointer at the end killed us." 
swimming, will also be honored at 
the event. 
Sunday's game begins at 7:00 
p m. and is free to all UOP students 
with a valid ASUOP sticker. The game 
will be the best of three with an ad­
ditional rally-style game in which 
Oden will play for Pacific. 
Dr. Taras Liskevych, Women's 
Volleyball Coach 
Sports quiz 
Kings Feature 
1. What football coach popu­
larized the forward pass? 
2. What baseball innovation 
first occurred on May 24, 1935, in 
Cincinnati? 
3. Where is the Cotton Bowl 
played? 
4. Who was the last bare­
knuckle heavyweight boxing cham­
pion? 
5. What did a 16th-century Az­
tec athlete get for putting a rubber 
ball through a ring? 
6. Who hit his 600th home run 
on September 22, 1969, for the SF 
Giants? 
7. Which point value counts 
when an arrow cuts two colors of 
an archery target, the higher or the 
lower? 
8. How many points are there 
in a perfect three-dart throw? 
Answers 
1. Knute Rockne; 2. night base­
ball; 3. Dallas; 4. John L. Sullivan; 
5. the spectators' clothes; 6. Willie 
Mays; 7. the higher; 8. 180 
Pacific women s volleyball 
SIKIP HtDr , 11 - . tv ^ SUSIE BERG 
Pacifican staff writer 
This Sunday Alex G. Spanos Cen­
ter will be alive with Olympic spirit. 
The USA Volleyball Team will be 
participating in a match against the 
POP women's team. There will also 
a ceremony honoring all Olym­
pic athletes who have attended UOP. 
he following athletes will be hon-
°re<h Jim Corson, Cecil Disbrow, 
jayne Gibson-McHugh, Dr. Taras 
iskevych, Elaina Oden, and Brad 
Schumacher. 
Corson participated in the 1928 
ympic games, winning a bronze 
, al *n the discus event. Disbrow 
th° u°k Part in 1928 games in 
e shot put. Disbrow was an all-
fntK d athlete at UOP who played 
0 ball, basketball and was on the 
track team. 
U .pibson-McHugh represented the 
l9R»ed ^tates f°r volleyball in the 
th &arnes- Currently, she is one of 
pae.JVOrtlen's volleyball coaches at 
0,llc-. Oden, who is a two-time 
in iqo'C athlete, won a bronze medal 
ticip f°r v°heyball. She also par-
women's volleyball at Pacific left the 
team in 1984 to coach the USA 
women's volleyball team. He coached 
the team in the 1988,1992, and 1996 
Olympics. His coaching abilities 
helped the team earn a Bronze in 
1992. . , 
Schumacher, who is known for 
winning two gold medals in men s 
Pated in the 1996 summer games. Two time Olympic athelete Oden 
Liskevych, who coached 
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Women's Soccer 
Dorr named 
first Big West 
of the week 
Pacific's 
player 
The Pacifican 
Sophomore forward Natalie Dorr 
from Ventura, California was named 
the Big West Conference Co-Player of 
the Week after leading the Tigers to 
wins over Fresno State and Cal State 
Northridge last week. 
This is the first time that a Pacific 
women's soccer player has received 
this honor since the Big West Con­
ference adopted the sport this season. 
Dorr shares the honors with April 
Bonilla of North Texas. 
Dorr scored two game-winning 
goals in the Tigers' first two wins of 
the season, including three goals in 
the first half of the Tigers' 7-1 victory 
over Cal Sate Northridge on Septem­
ber 20. 
Dorr's hat trick tied a school 
record for most goals in a half and 
helped Pacific break the record for 
most goals in a game. 
Dorr also scored the go ahead goal 
in the 2-0 overtime victory at Fresno 
State on September 17. She was as­
sisted by forward Wendy Woolgar and 
a little over a minute later returned 
the favor assisting Woolgar in the Ti­
gers' second score. 
Sophomore Natalie Door excels in 
soccer. 
Intramurals 
Intramural teams have 
what it takes to win 
The Pacifican 
Indoor soccer and flag football 
are both approaching mid-season. So 
far our leaders are: 
FLAG FOOTBALL 
Men's A: BOK PPL and ARCHANIA 
Men's B AFC: AD NAUSEUMS and 
PHI DELTII 
Men's B NFC: COVELL CARTEL and 
KAPPA PSI 
Women's: COVELL CARTEL 
INDOOR SOCCER 
Men's A: LOSERS and ARCHANIA 
Men's B: SINFONIA and PHI DELT 
Co-Rec A: TWO LEFT FEET 
Co-Rec B: LICENSE TO FILL and 
HANAPA'A HUI 
Tennis (singles) and Golf finished 
up play last week. Congratulations 
to our winners, and thanks to all of 
you that participated. 
TFNN1S (SINGLES! GOLF 
Janne Vanionpaa 
Phi Delta Theta 
The upcoming events are 
EVENT ENTRIES CLOSE 
Softball (Oct 12) 
Oct. 9 
Volleyball (starts Oct. 21) 
Oct. 14 
Due to a disappointing response 
to our Water Polo Tournament, it had 
to be canceled. Remember, in order 
for us to bring new sports to Pacific 
Intramurals, we must see interest 
from the students. If you have any 
suggestions, please bring them to us 
in the Intramural Office. 
SIX MAJOR 
ADVAN1AGES 
TO BECOMING 
AN ARMY 
DENTIST. 
f You won't have to make the initial investment it 
takes to set up a dental practice. 
O No continuing investment in manpower and 
devoting the time it takes to maintain a staft. 
2 Army dentists spend their full working days doing 
what they are trained for—practicing dentistry. 
h The Army train s enlisted dental assistants and 
hires trained civilians to be part of the dental team. 
C You'll have an opportunity to practice your pro 
t'ession here or abroad in the most up-to-date 
facilities imaginable. If you are so inclined, teach­
ing opportunities exist. 
Beyond professional rewards are tlte emotional 
® ones. As a dentist and an officer treating sol­
diers, your days will be spent in the service ot 
youneounlry. 
Get full details and information on Army Dentistry. 
Call: 
1-800-235-ARMY 
ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE! 
Power Macintosh* 7600 Power Macintosh* 7200 Power Macintosh* 5400 
PowerPC 604/132 MH-J16MB RAM 
1.2GB/8X CD-ROM/15" display 
PowerPC 601/120 MH-J16MB RAM 
1.2GB/8X CD-ROM/15 display 
PowerPC 601/120 MH-J16MB RAM 
1.2GB/8X CD-ROM/15 " display 
Visit jour campus computer store for 
t h e b e s t d e a l s  o n .  a  M a c .  
"driversity Bookstore 
MeCaiirey Center « Stockton CA» 95211 
M~?h Sj30-5»00 • Tri 6130—4130 
209/946-2320 
ht tpj//w we»nop»e &u 
Free one-year Apple warranty. 
Offer expires Oitoberll. 1996. C1996 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. AppleCare. LaserWriter. Mac. Macintosh. Performa. Powerbook. Power Macintosh a is of Apple C •k of International Business Machines Corporation, used under license 
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Macintosh. More flexible than ever. 
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank/That's why we make Macintosh" 
computers so flexible.To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do. 
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and 
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac' makes it even easier to do it. How do you 
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac 
'?"*'' \ 9 
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. «« s reser^ed- Apple, the Apple logo, AppleCare, LaserWriter, Mac, Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook, Power Macintosh and Stylewriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Power Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines 
Sports 
gers take one from the Cauchos 
j tnaltv corners kev Tiger victory 
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rDALGETY 
[jean staff writer 
he Pacific women's field hockey 
defeated the UC Santa Barbara 
hos in an exhibition game Sun-
It Brookside Field, 2-1. Karey 
lies and Kelly Miller each scored 
a goal for Pacific. 
The Tigers came alive offensively 
as they outshot the Gauchos 20-4 and 
accumulated 18 penalty corners to 
the Gauchos' one. 
"Overall, we played much better. 
Our first goal resulted from a well ex­
ecuted penalty corner. We must, how­
ever, do a better job of executing fast 
break opportunities," said head coach 
Carla Konet. 
"We have our work cut out for us 
in our next four games. They will be 
a real test to see how far we've come," 
she said. 
The Tigers (0-3, 0-2 NorPac Con­
ference) conclude their six-game 
Brookside Field homestand tomorrow 
afternoon at 4:00 p.m. with a non-
conference game against St. Louis 
University, and travel to Palo Alto for 
a Saturday afternoon NorPac Confer­
ence battle against Stanford. 
II Country hirteen proves unlucky 
Tigers 
Pacifican 
Ihis past Saturday Elizabeth 
lorn placed 85th among 210 run-
lo lead Pacific to a 13 th place 
•finish at the 1996 UC Davis In-
lonal. 
ndrea Crane, Louise Crane, An-
Marchesotti, and Laura Parsons 
also scored for Pacific, as the quartet 
finished just 35 seconds behind 
Wistrom. 
Julia Stamps won the women's 
5K race with a time of 16:43, and the 
Reebok Aggies claimed the team title. 
The Tigers host the UOP Invita­
tional Saturday morning at 9:00 a.m. 
Calling All 
SPORTS FANS 
The Pacifican needs a sports writer to cover 
UOP's nationally ranked women's volleyball 
team and to cover other sports stories. 
Paid position. 
If interested contact Susie Berg at The Pacifican: 
946-2115 
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January Term runs from t]J 
Monday, Jan. 6 through Friday, Jan. 24. 
Times and dates of courses vary. 
VI 
You can enroll in a January Term class 
beginning Monday, October 14 
(late fee after Friday, December 20). 
Many courses have limited enrollment, 
so don't delay! 
*Full tuition payment required at 
For more information, 
talk to your Student Advisor or 
Faculty Advisor or call 
the Office of Lifelong Learning 
in McConchie Hall at (209) 946 2424. 
